Start Date

Time

Program

Series

Ep.

01/08/2018 00:25:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

4

Marvel's Agents
01/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

20

01/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

2

01/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3

7

NCIS: New
01/08/2018 03:35:00 Orleans

4

23

NCIS: New
01/08/2018 04:25:00 Orleans

4

24

01/08/2018 05:15:00 Line of Duty

3

1

01/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

14

3

Marvel's Agents
01/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

21

01/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

7

01/08/2018 08:50:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

5

01/08/2018 09:40:00 Criminal Minds

13

22

Synopsis
When a monster fashioned to make its victims
live out their most personal and haunting
memories hits D.C., the team must find its
weakness to save one of their own.
IT’S THE END OF S.H.I.E.L.D.’S WORLD –
The clock is ticking for Daisy and Simmons to
get the team out of the Framework, but not
everyone is ready and willing to leave.
NCIS uncovers a bomb plot and a long-running
theft ring while investigating a death at a
Quantico
reunion.
An
evening
of high stakes boxing in Las Vegas
becomes a crime scene when one boxer gets
killed by a fatal upper cut to the face, bringing
the CSI team out to investigate if the death was
foul play
or an accident.
Meanwhile,
outside
Pride
assembles
an off-the-books
team
with of
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney
Elliott Newman
(John Cothran,
Pride
assembles
an off-the-books
team Jr.),
with to
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
Police armed-response unit led by Sgt. Danny
Waldron shoots a criminal dead. AC-12’s
evidence suggests it was a deliberate killing
rather than self-defense.
When the NCIS team investigates a marine
sergeant’s tragic fall from a building, her doctor,
Grace Confalone, confides in Gibbs and
suggests he treat it as a murder investigation.
Coulson and the team’s victory in the
Framework is short-lived, revealing an even
deadlier
enemy
looming
against
all.Vegas
An
evening
of high
stakes
boxingthem
in Las
becomes a crime scene when one boxer gets
killed by a fatal upper cut to the face, bringing
the CSI team out to investigate if the death was
foul play or an accident. Meanwhile, outside of
As Dreyfuss gets closer to making progress on
his mission, important parts of his past come to
light. Reid discovers former FBI Special Agent
When
Owen Quinn (James Urbaniak) locked inside a
storage unit, the BAU questions the credibility
of Quinn's bizarre accounts of searching for an
UnSub that he named 'The Strangler'.

01/08/2018 10:30:00 Ghosted

1

12

Fresh Off the
01/08/2018 10:55:00 Boat

4

13

01/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

14

3

Marvel's Agents
01/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

21

01/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

3

7

01/08/2018 13:55:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

5

01/08/2018 14:45:00 Criminal Minds

13

22

01/08/2018 15:40:00 Line of Duty

3

1

A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
When the NCIS team investigates a marine
sergeant’s tragic fall from a building, her doctor,
Grace Confalone, confides in Gibbs and
suggests he treat it as a murder investigation.
Coulson and the team’s victory in the
Framework is short-lived, revealing an even
deadlier
enemy
looming
against
all.Vegas
An
evening
of high
stakes
boxingthem
in Las
becomes a crime scene when one boxer gets
killed by a fatal upper cut to the face, bringing
the CSI team out to investigate if the death was
foul play or an accident. Meanwhile, outside of
As Dreyfuss gets closer to making progress on
his mission, important parts of his past come to
light. Reid discovers former FBI Special Agent
When
Owen Quinn (James Urbaniak) locked inside a
storage unit, the BAU questions the credibility
of Quinn's bizarre accounts of searching for an
UnSub that he named 'The Strangler'.
Police armed-response unit led by Sgt. Danny
Waldron shoots a criminal dead. AC-12’s
evidence suggests it was a deliberate killing
rather than self-defense.

01/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!

13

10

01/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

3

01/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

8

01/08/2018 19:05:00 CSI

3

9

Klaus gets transferred into the navigation
system of Stan’s car after Stan refuses to pay
for a life-saving surgery.
When the NCIS team investigates a marine
sergeant’s tragic fall from a building, her doctor,
Grace Confalone, confides in Gibbs and
suggests
he treat lab
it asfinds
a murder
investigation.
A
film processing
a snuff
porn film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile,
skeleton
infestedawith
Grissom
anda Sara
investigate
taxi deadly
driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process the crime scene, they find another

2

Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.

01/08/2018 20:00:00 Line of Duty

3

01/08/2018 21:05:00 Modern Family

9

13

01/08/2018 21:30:00 Modern Family

9

14

01/08/2018 21:55:00 Ghosted

1

12

Fresh Off the
01/08/2018 22:20:00 Boat

4

13

01/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI

3

8

When Luke goes missing after a night out in a
sketchy neighborhood, Manny, Phil and Gloria
team up to track him down.
Phil thinks that Gloria is upset at Jay for
dropping the ball on Valentine's Day, so he
convinces Jay to spice things up with a little
role playing that doesn't go off as planned.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
A
film processing lab finds a snuff porn film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile, a skeleton infested with deadly

2

Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.

5

As Dreyfuss gets closer to making progress on
his mission, important parts of his past come to
light.

01/08/2018 23:35:00 Line of Duty

02/08/2018 00:35:00 Sleepy Hollow

3

4

Marvel's Agents
02/08/2018 01:20:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

21

02/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

3

02/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3

8

02/08/2018 03:35:00 NCIS

15

23

02/08/2018 04:20:00 NCIS

15

24

Coulson and the team’s victory in the
Framework is short-lived, revealing an even
deadlier enemy looming against them all.
When the NCIS team investigates a marine
sergeant’s tragic fall from a building, her doctor,
Grace Confalone, confides in Gibbs and
suggests
he treat lab
it asfinds
a murder
investigation.
A
film processing
a snuff
porn film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile,
skeleton
infested
withservice
deadlyfor a
While
Gibbsaattends
the
memorial
friend who was lost at sea, he discovers that
the deceased, Navy Captain Phillip Brooks
(Don Lake), has been hiding in a fallout shelter
after hisisboat
was attacked
andwho
he swam
to
Sloane
adamant
that a man
held her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, Vance and Gibbs fear Sloane is willing to

10

Klaus gets transferred into the navigation
system of Stan’s car after Stan refuses to pay
for a life-saving surgery.

02/08/2018 05:05:00 American Dad!

13

Ten Days in the
02/08/2018 05:30:00 Valley

02/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

5

14

4

Marvel's Agents
02/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

22

02/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

8

02/08/2018 08:50:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

6

02/08/2018 09:40:00 NCIS

15

23

02/08/2018 10:30:00 NCIS

15

24

02/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

14

4

Marvel's Agents
02/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

22

02/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

3

8

02/08/2018 14:00:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

6

NCIS: New
02/08/2018 14:55:00 Orleans

4

24

02/08/2018 15:50:00 Ghosted

1

12

As the investigation continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
After the body of a navy lieutenant is
discovered aboard a destroyer during a tiger
cruise, Gibbs, Quinn and Palmer travel out to
sea to investigate.
With the surprising emergence of Ghost Rider,
Coulson and the team attempt to stop Aida
from
the world.
A
filmending
processing
lab finds a snuff porn film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile,
a skeleton
with
The
team races
againstinfested
the clock
to deadly
locate the
talisman which Dreyfuss seeks before evil
forces are aligned. Jenny and Crane revisit
important parts of their past as they return to
SleepyGibbs
Hollow.
While
attends the memorial service for a
friend who was lost at sea, he discovers that
the deceased, Navy Captain Phillip Brooks
(Don Lake), has been hiding in a fallout shelter
after hisisboat
was attacked
andwho
he swam
to
Sloane
adamant
that a man
held her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, Vance and Gibbs fear Sloane is willing to
After the body of a navy lieutenant is
discovered aboard a destroyer during a tiger
cruise, Gibbs, Quinn and Palmer travel out to
sea to investigate.
With the surprising emergence of Ghost Rider,
Coulson and the team attempt to stop Aida
from
the world.
A
filmending
processing
lab finds a snuff porn film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile,
a skeleton
with
The
team races
againstinfested
the clock
to deadly
locate the
talisman which Dreyfuss seeks before evil
forces are aligned. Jenny and Crane revisit
important parts of their past as they return to
Sleepyassembles
Hollow. an off-the-books team with
Pride
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

Fresh Off the
02/08/2018 16:15:00 Boat

4

13

02/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!

13

11

02/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

4

02/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

9

02/08/2018 19:05:00 NCIS

15

24

02/08/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

7

1

NCIS: New
02/08/2018 20:55:00 Orleans

4

24

Ten Days in the
02/08/2018 21:50:00 Valley

5

02/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI

3

9

02/08/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

7

1

03/08/2018 00:25:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

6

Marvel's Agents
03/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

4

22

03/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

4

With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
Francine steals from the CIA and pretends to
be a sexy supervillain to incite Stan to be more
seductive.
After the body of a navy lieutenant is
discovered aboard a destroyer during a tiger
cruise, Gibbs, Quinn and Palmer travel out to
sea to investigate.
Grissom
and Sara investigate a taxi driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
processisthe
crime scene,
they find
Sloane
adamant
that a man
who another
held her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, and
Vance
and Gibbs
Sloane
willing to
Jane
Lisbon
decidefear
to keep
theirisnew
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega assembles
joins the team.
Pride
an off-the-books team with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney
Elliott Newman
(John and
Cothran,
Jr.), to
As
the investigation
continues
Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Grissom
and Sara investigate a taxi driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process
crimedecide
scene,tothey
find
another
Jane
andthe
Lisbon
keep
their
new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vegateam
joinsraces
the team.
The
against the clock to locate the
talisman which Dreyfuss seeks before evil
forces are aligned. Jenny and Crane revisit
important parts of their past as they return to
Sleepy Hollow.
With the surprising emergence of Ghost Rider,
Coulson and the team attempt to stop Aida
from ending the world.
After the body of a navy lieutenant is
discovered aboard a destroyer during a tiger
cruise, Gibbs, Quinn and Palmer travel out to
sea to investigate.

03/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3

Ten Days in the
03/08/2018 03:35:00 Valley

9

5

03/08/2018 04:25:00 Line of Duty

3

2

NCIS: New
03/08/2018 05:30:00 Orleans

4

24

03/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

14

5

Marvel's Agents
03/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

1

03/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

9

03/08/2018 08:50:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

7

Ten Days in the
03/08/2018 09:40:00 Valley

4

Ten Days in the
03/08/2018 10:30:00 Valley

5

03/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

14

5

Marvel's Agents
03/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

1

03/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

3

9

Grissom and Sara investigate a taxi driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process
the crime scene,
they and
find another
As
the investigation
continues
Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracksassembles
in their story.
Pride
an off-the-books team with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
When a missing MI6 Officer is linked to a
murdered petty officer, Gibbs sends Quinn and
Bishop to Philadelphia to work with MI6 Officer
Clayton Reeves
Henry).
Coulson
and the (Duane
team find
themselves
stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space,
and that’s just the beginning of the nightmare to
come, when Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
returns for
its Sara
highlyinvestigate
anticipateda fifth
Grissom
and
taxi season
driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process
the Molly’s
crime scene,
they findher
another
Just
before
11th birthday,
father
returns from duty. As Diana begins to wonder if
her ex is ready to be a part of his daughter’s life
full-time, the team makes a shocking
realization.
Jane’s
belief that Pete took Lake leads her
down a dark path, putting both of them in
danger. Meanwhile, Bird digs further into
Lake’s disappearance and begins to unravel
Jane’s
lies.
As
the investigation
continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
When a missing MI6 Officer is linked to a
murdered petty officer, Gibbs sends Quinn and
Bishop to Philadelphia to work with MI6 Officer
Clayton Reeves
Henry).
Coulson
and the (Duane
team find
themselves
stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space,
and that’s just the beginning of the nightmare to
come, when Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
returns for
its Sara
highlyinvestigate
anticipateda fifth
Grissom
and
taxi season
driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process the crime scene, they find another

03/08/2018 14:00:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

7

Ten Days in the
03/08/2018 14:55:00 Valley

4

Ten Days in the
03/08/2018 15:50:00 Valley

5

03/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!

13

12

03/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

5

03/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

10

NCIS: New
03/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

4

24

03/08/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

1

1

03/08/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

7

1

03/08/2018 21:50:00 Line of Duty

3

2

03/08/2018 22:55:00 CSI

3

10

03/08/2018 23:45:00 Shut Eye

1

1

04/08/2018 00:30:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

7

Just before Molly’s 11th birthday, her father
returns from duty. As Diana begins to wonder if
her ex is ready to be a part of his daughter’s life
full-time, the team makes a shocking
realization.
Jane’s
belief that Pete took Lake leads her
down a dark path, putting both of them in
danger. Meanwhile, Bird digs further into
Lake’s disappearance and begins to unravel
Jane’s
lies.
As
the investigation
continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series becomes
finale.
Steve
the town pariah after he
convinces the star quarterback of the arena
football team to stop playing. Roger forces
Hayley to become a cab driver to pay him back
for her gambling debts.
When a missing MI6 Officer is linked to a
murdered petty officer, Gibbs sends Quinn and
Bishop to Philadelphia to work with MI6 Officer
Clayton
Henry).
Nick
andReeves
Warrick(Duane
are drawn
into the world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death
at close range
following an
argument
Pride
assembles
an off-the-books
team
with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
abilityand
in Charlie.
Jane
Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks
in Warrick
their story.
Nick
and
are drawn into the world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death at close range following an argument
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
abilitybefore
in Charlie.
Just
Molly’s 11th birthday, her father
returns from duty. As Diana begins to wonder if
her ex is ready to be a part of his daughter’s life
full-time, the team makes a shocking
realization.

Marvel's Agents
04/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

1

04/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

5

04/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3

10

04/08/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

7

1

04/08/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

1

1

Ten Days in the
04/08/2018 05:05:00 Valley

5

04/08/2018 05:50:00 NCIS

15

24

04/08/2018 06:35:00 The Mentalist

7

1

04/08/2018 07:25:00 CSI

3

6

04/08/2018 08:15:00 CSI

3

7

04/08/2018 09:05:00 CSI

3

8

04/08/2018 09:55:00 CSI

3

9

04/08/2018 10:45:00 CSI

3

10

Coulson and the team find themselves
stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space,
and that’s just the beginning of the nightmare to
come, when Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
returns for its highly anticipated fifth season
When a missing MI6 Officer is linked to a
murdered petty officer, Gibbs sends Quinn and
Bishop to Philadelphia to work with MI6 Officer
Clayton
Henry).
Nick
andReeves
Warrick(Duane
are drawn
into the world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death
close range
an argument
Jane
andatLisbon
decidefollowing
to keep their
new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability
Charlie.
As
theininvestigation
continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Sloane
is adamant that a man who held her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, and
Vance
and Gibbs
Sloane
willing to
Jane
Lisbon
decidefear
to keep
theirisnew
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins
the team.
When
Catherine
was a rookie CSI, she helped
put a criminal on death row for the murder and
sexual assault of three college co-eds. But
now, right before the killer’s execution, new
DNA
evidence
re-opens
the
investigation.
An
evening
of high
stakes
boxing
in Las Vegas
becomes a crime scene when one boxer gets
killed by a fatal upper cut to the face, bringing
the CSI team out to investigate if the death was
foul
play
or an accident.
Meanwhile,
outside
of
A
film
processing
lab finds
a snuff porn
film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile,
skeleton
infestedawith
Grissom
anda Sara
investigate
taxi deadly
driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process
crimeare
scene,
they
find
Nick
andthe
Warrick
drawn
into
theanother
world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death at close range following an argument

04/08/2018 11:40:00 The Mentalist

7

1

04/08/2018 12:35:00 Ghosted

1

12

04/08/2018 13:05:00 Shut Eye

1

1

04/08/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami

5

7

04/08/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

5

8

Jane and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
After an accident where the driver was
decapitated during a dangerous stunt, the
evidence leads the CSIs to believe it was more
than an accident.
A murder and kidnapping becomes personal
when DNA from a crime scene reveals
Natalia's sister Anya is one of the kidnapped
women they are looking for.

9

As the team delves deeper into an investigation
they soon discover a larger plot that could put
Miami in danger.

04/08/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami

04/08/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

5

5

Ten Days in the
04/08/2018 17:20:00 Valley

10

5

04/08/2018 18:10:00 Shut Eye

1

1

Fresh Off the
04/08/2018 19:05:00 Boat

4

13

04/08/2018 19:35:00 The Mentalist

7

1

04/08/2018 20:25:00 Line of Duty

3

2

04/08/2018 21:30:00 CSI

3

6

A Marine recruiter is found dead on a civilian
shooting range with various bullet holes in him,
but the
there
is no bloodcontinues
at the scene.
As
investigation
and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
Jane
and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracksCatherine
in their story.
When
was a rookie CSI, she helped
put a criminal on death row for the murder and
sexual assault of three college co-eds. But
now, right before the killer’s execution, new
DNA evidence re-opens the investigation.

1

An evening of high stakes boxing in Las Vegas
becomes a crime scene when one boxer gets
killed by a fatal upper cut to the face, bringing
the CSI team out to investigate if the death was
foul
play
or an accident.
Meanwhile,
outside
of
A
film
processing
lab finds
a snuff porn
film all
too real and calls the crime lab to investigate.
Catherine, Sara and Warrick find the entire
murder is documented in the film itself.
Meanwhile,
skeleton
infestedawith
Grissom
anda Sara
investigate
taxi deadly
driver who
is brutally beaten by a gang of teenagers who
think he is fleeing the scene of a fatal
pedestrian hit and run. However, as they
process
crimeare
scene,
they
find
Nick
andthe
Warrick
drawn
into
theanother
world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death
close range
an argument
Jane
andatLisbon
decidefollowing
to keep their
new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability inbelief
Charlie.
Jane’s
that Pete took Lake leads her
down a dark path, putting both of them in
danger. Meanwhile, Bird digs further into
Lake’s disappearance and begins to unravel
Jane’s
lies.
As
the investigation
continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
seriesand
finale.
Jane
Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability
Charlie.
As
theininvestigation
continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series
finale.
The
NCIS
team investigates a deadly car
explosion in D.C. that connects to NCIS
Special Agent Nicholas “Nick” Torres, who
disappeared six months ago while on a deep
undercover assignment in Argentina.

2

NCIS uncovers a bomb plot and a long-running
theft ring while investigating a death at a
Quantico reunion.
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When the NCIS team investigates a marine
sergeant’s tragic fall from a building, her doctor,
Grace Confalone, confides in Gibbs and
suggests he treat it as a murder investigation.
After the body of a navy lieutenant is
discovered aboard a destroyer during a tiger
cruise, Gibbs, Quinn and Palmer travel out to
sea to investigate.
When a missing MI6 Officer is linked to a
murdered petty officer, Gibbs sends Quinn and
Bishop to Philadelphia to work with MI6 Officer
Clayton
Reeves (Duane
Henry).
As
the investigation
continues
and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
Jane
and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins
the team.
Team
Scorpion
must work with Toby’s
nemesis, Quincy Berkstead, and his wife, Amy,
when they are locked inside an artificially
intelligent doomsday bunker that aims to kill
them.
After a solar storm knocks out power in Los
Angeles, Team Scorpion must help a teen pilot
and his girlfriend fly through the Pacific without
navigation or radio contact.
Team Scorpion must prevent an incoming
tsunami from hitting a vulnerable nuclear power
facility, while Toby secretly helps his ex-fiancée
retrieve her stolen identity.
On Valentine’s Day, Team Scorpion must set
aside their romantic plans to help a doctor and
pilot trapped inside a helicopter that crashed
atop a skyscraper.
Police armed-response unit led by Sgt. Danny
Waldron shoots a criminal dead. AC-12’s
evidence suggests it was a deliberate killing
rather than self-defense.
Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
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As the investigation continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series
finale.
The
NCIS
team investigates a deadly car
explosion in D.C. that connects to NCIS
Special Agent Nicholas “Nick” Torres, who
disappeared six months ago while on a deep
undercover assignment in Argentina.
NCIS uncovers a bomb plot and a long-running
theft ring while investigating a death at a
Quantico reunion.
When the NCIS team investigates a marine
sergeant’s tragic fall from a building, her doctor,
Grace Confalone, confides in Gibbs and
suggests he treat it as a murder investigation.
After the body of a navy lieutenant is
discovered aboard a destroyer during a tiger
cruise, Gibbs, Quinn and Palmer travel out to
sea to investigate.
When a missing MI6 Officer is linked to a
murdered petty officer, Gibbs sends Quinn and
Bishop to Philadelphia to work with MI6 Officer
Clayton Reeves (Duane Henry).
When Luke goes missing after a night out in a
sketchy neighborhood, Manny, Phil and Gloria
team up to track him down.
Phil thinks that Gloria is upset at Jay for
dropping the ball on Valentine's Day, so he
convinces Jay to spice things up with a little
rolethe
playing
that doesn't
go off and
as planned.
As
investigation
continues
Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
Jane
and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in
Charlie.the town pariah after he
Steve
becomes
convinces the star quarterback of the arena
football team to stop playing. Roger forces
Hayley to become a cab driver to pay him back
for her gambling debts.
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A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
After a kidnapped petty officer escapes her
captor, NCIS uncovers a connection to her
missing husband.
Coulson
and the team find themselves
stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space,
and that’s just the beginning of the nightmare to
come, when Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
returns
forWarrick
its highly
Nick
and
areanticipated
drawn intofifth
the season
world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death at close range following an argument
Internet sensation Logan Macdonald comes to
town, and a supernatural infection hits – via a
viral video. Meanwhile, Molly has a frightening
vision that predicts a bleak future.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
With Jessica’s career as an author taking off,
Louis worries she’s losing interest in him and
attempts to rekindle the flame under Marvin’s
guidance.
As
the investigation continues and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
After a kidnapped petty officer escapes her
captor, NCIS uncovers a connection to her
missing husband.
Coulson
and the team find themselves
stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space,
and that’s just the beginning of the nightmare to
come, when Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
returns
forWarrick
its highly
Nick
and
areanticipated
drawn intofifth
the season
world of
competitive paragliding while investigating a
victim who fell to his death paragliding.
Meanwhile, Catherine investigates a victim shot
to death at close range following an argument
Internet sensation Logan Macdonald comes to
town, and a supernatural infection hits – via a
viral video. Meanwhile, Molly has a frightening
vision that predicts a bleak future.
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Marvel's Agents
07/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.
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Pride assembles an off-the-books team with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in
Charlie.
Steve
is upset
when Snot threatens their
summer camp fun by becoming a counselor-intraining. Hayley and Jeff are suspicious of
Roger when he organizes a Burning Man
reenactment for their anniversary.
After a kidnapped petty officer escapes her
captor, NCIS uncovers a connection to her
missing
husband.
While
Grissom,
Catherine and Nick scour a
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
andthe
Warrick
investigate
an apparent
suicide
As
investigation
continues
and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able
to trace the
Pride
assembles
an call.
off-the-books team with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability Grissom,
in Charlie.Catherine and Nick scour a
While
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
and Warrick investigate an apparent suicide
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Internet sensation Logan Macdonald comes to
town, and a supernatural infection hits – via a
viral video. Meanwhile, Molly has a frightening
vision that
predicts
a bleak
future.
Coulson
and
the team
find themselves
stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space,
and that’s just the beginning of the nightmare to
come, when Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
returns for its highly anticipated fifth season
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After a kidnapped petty officer escapes her
captor, NCIS uncovers a connection to her
missing
husband.
While
Grissom,
Catherine and Nick scour a
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
andthe
Warrick
investigate
an apparent
suicide
As
investigation
continues
and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be ableisto
tracewhen
the call.
Steve
upset
Snot threatens their
summer camp fun by becoming a counselor-intraining. Hayley and Jeff are suspicious of
Roger when he organizes a Burning Man
reenactment
for their
anniversary.
Jane
and Lisbon
decide
to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Torres boldly breaks protocol when he learns a
witness in an NCIS case is wanted by U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
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Daisy decides she will rescue Simmons – even
if it means
risking
everything
do it.scour a
While
Grissom,
Catherine
andtoNick
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
and Warrick investigate an apparent suicide
As Molly gets her chance to see the Vault for
the first time, a monster appears that
resembles her childhood imaginary friend –
which assembles
begins to worry
Diana.
Pride
an off-the-books
team with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.

7

Torres boldly breaks protocol when he learns a
witness in an NCIS case is wanted by U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
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Daisy decides she will rescue Simmons – even
if it means
risking
everything
do it.scour a
While
Grissom,
Catherine
andtoNick
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
and Warrick investigate an apparent suicide
As Molly gets her chance to see the Vault for
the first time, a monster appears that
resembles her childhood imaginary friend –
which begins
to worry
Sloane
is adamant
thatDiana.
a man who held her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, and
Vance
and Gibbs
Sloane
willing to
Jane
Lisbon
decidefear
to keep
theirisnew
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
After Stan hurts his feelings, Roger runs off to
a small town in disguise as a Julia Roberts
character. Steve plans a meeting when he finds
out that Jeff and Barry have never met.
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Torres boldly breaks protocol when he learns a
witness in an NCIS case is wanted by U.S.
Immigration
and
Customs
Enforcement.
The
CSI team
work
backwards
from the
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Daniel Easton (Michael O’Keefe), and their

15

When Jay overhears Gloria on the phone
talking about spanking, he assumes she is
frustrated in the bedroom.
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9
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The family goes on a wine tasting trip and stays
in Haley's new boss' country house where the
only rule is: don't touch the tiara!
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

Fresh Off the
07/08/2018 20:30:00 Boat
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Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.

2

Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.

07/08/2018 20:55:00 Line of Duty
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Jane and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
VegaCSI
joins
the work
team.backwards from the
The
team
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Daniel Easton (Michael O’Keefe), and their
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Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.
As Molly gets her chance to see the Vault for
the first time, a monster appears that
resembles her childhood imaginary friend –
which begins to worry Diana.
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Daisy decides she will rescue Simmons – even
if it means risking everything to do it.
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Torres boldly breaks protocol when he learns a
witness in an NCIS case is wanted by U.S.
Immigration
and
Customs
Enforcement.
The
CSI team
work
backwards
from the
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Danielassembles
Easton (Michael
O’Keefe), and
Pride
an off-the-books
teamtheir
with
hacker Elvis Bertrand (Tom Arnold), retired
Green Beret Sydney Halliday (Riann Steele)
journalist Oliver Crane (Mark Gessner) and
attorney Elliott Newman (John Cothran, Jr.), to
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.
After NCIS Agent Bishop is sent to Gitmo to
gather evidence for a Navy chaplain murder
case, she questions her previous work at the
NSA.
Coulson and the team discover what their
captors' true intentions are, and in space,
escape
not an
option.
The
CSIisteam
work
backwards from the
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Daniel Easton (Michael O’Keefe), and their
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As Diana and the team channel all of their
power toward stopping Dreyfuss, he and Jobe
have a breakthrough on a project of which
Team Witness may not yet be aware.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.
After NCIS Agent Bishop is sent to Gitmo to
gather evidence for a Navy chaplain murder
case, she questions her previous work at the
NSA.
Coulson and the team discover what their
captors' true intentions are, and in space,
escape
not an
option.
The
CSIisteam
work
backwards from the
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Daniel Easton (Michael O’Keefe), and their
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
Police armed-response unit led by Sgt. Danny
Waldron shoots a criminal dead. AC-12’s
evidence suggests it was a deliberate killing
rather than self-defense.
Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.
Stan becomes addicted to dying after Roger
tricks him into thinking he had a heart attack.
Klaus takes Steve to Arizona State University
for a college visit, where a fraternity hazes him.
After NCIS Agent Bishop is sent to Gitmo to
gather evidence for a Navy chaplain murder
case, she questions her previous work at the
NSA.
Warrick’s
investigation of a drive-by shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively, he must overcome his desire

08/08/2018 19:05:00 CSI
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14

08/08/2018 20:00:00 Line of Duty

3

3

The CSIs are called to the scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive, and the team realizes they will
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate past.

15

When Jay overhears Gloria on the phone
talking about spanking, he assumes she is
frustrated in the bedroom.
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09/08/2018 03:35:00 NCIS
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The family goes on a wine tasting trip and stays
in Haley's new boss' country house where the
only rule is: don't touch the tiara!
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan investigation
and gets caught
in a conspiracy.
Warrick’s
of aup
drive-by
shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively, he must overcome his desire
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate past.
As Diana and the team channel all of their
power toward stopping Dreyfuss, he and Jobe
have a breakthrough on a project of which
Team Witness may not yet be aware.
Coulson and the team discover what their
captors' true intentions are, and in space,
escape is not an option.
After NCIS Agent Bishop is sent to Gitmo to
gather evidence for a Navy chaplain murder
case, she questions her previous work at the
NSA.
Warrick’s
investigation of a drive-by shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively,
he that
mustaovercome
his desire
Sloane
is adamant
man who held
her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, Vance and Gibbs fear Sloane is willing to
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5
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09/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

3
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09/08/2018 14:00:00 Sleepy Hollow
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Jane and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Stan becomes addicted to dying after Roger
tricks him into thinking he had a heart attack.
Klaus takes Steve to Arizona State University
for a college visit, where a fraternity hazes him.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able
to trace
call.
The
NCIS
team the
investigates
a series of
escalating threats against congresswoman
Jenna Flemming (Mary Stuart Masterson),
while Director Vance oversees temporary
protection detail.
With the surprising help of Lance Hunter,
nothing will stop Fitz from finding the lost team
as his incredible
journeyofisarevealed.
Warrick’s
investigation
drive-by shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively,
he must
overcome
hisway
desire
When
a mysterious
woman
finds her
into
the Vault, the team wonders with whom her
allegiance lies. Alex must come to terms with
her complicated feelings when she finds herself
in a tightisspot.
Sloane
adamant that a man who held her
hostage and tortured her years ago in
Afghanistan and was believed to have been
killed following her rescue, is alive and in D.C.
Now, and
Vance
and Gibbs
Sloane
willing to
Jane
Lisbon
decidefear
to keep
theirisnew
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
VegaNCIS
joinsteam
the team.
The
investigates a series of
escalating threats against congresswoman
Jenna Flemming (Mary Stuart Masterson),
while Director Vance oversees temporary
protection detail.
With the surprising help of Lance Hunter,
nothing will stop Fitz from finding the lost team
as his incredible
journeyofisarevealed.
Warrick’s
investigation
drive-by shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively,
he must
overcome
hisway
desire
When
a mysterious
woman
finds her
into
the Vault, the team wonders with whom her
allegiance lies. Alex must come to terms with
her complicated feelings when she finds herself
in a tight spot.
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09/08/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist
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09/08/2018 21:50:00 Valley

09/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI
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3
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09/08/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist
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10/08/2018 00:25:00 Sleepy Hollow
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Jane and Lisbon decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.
The family competes on the reality show “The
Bitchin’ Race.” After Stan and Hayley ditch the
less-motivated Steve and Francine and team
up, they
end
up in
a Tunisianalabor
prison.
The
NCIS
team
investigates
series
of
escalating threats against congresswoman
Jenna Flemming (Mary Stuart Masterson),
while Director Vance oversees temporary
protection
detail.
The
CSIs are
called to the scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive,
and the
teamtorealizes
theynew
will
Jane
and Lisbon
decide
keep their
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able
to are
trace
the call.
The
CSIs
called
to the scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive, and the team realizes they will
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is athe
leader of woman
a high-end
car
theft
When
mysterious
finds
her
wayring.
into
the Vault, the team wonders with whom her
allegiance lies. Alex must come to terms with
her complicated feelings when she finds herself
in a tight spot.
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With the surprising help of Lance Hunter,
nothing will stop Fitz from finding the lost team
as his
incredible
journey is revealed.
The
NCIS
team investigates
a series of
escalating threats against congresswoman
Jenna Flemming (Mary Stuart Masterson),
while Director Vance oversees temporary
protection
detail.
The
CSIs are
called to the scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive, and the team realizes they will
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate past.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
After the NCIS team tracks evidence from the
murder of a Navy captain to Ducky’s deceased
mother, Ducky looks back and questions a
pivotal life choice he made 37 years ago.

With Daisy’s life on the line, an unexpected
friend
attempts
to rescue
The
CSIs
are called
to theher.
scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive, and the team realizes they will
With a glimpse into the dystopian world
Dreyfuss plans to create, the team learns more
about Lara. Knowing what’s at stake, can Team
Witness
stop the madman
before
too late?
As
the investigation
continues
andit’s
Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
After the NCIS team tracks evidence from the
murder of a Navy captain to Ducky’s deceased
mother, Ducky looks back and questions a
pivotal life choice he made 37 years ago.
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10/08/2018 19:10:00 Shut Eye
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With Daisy’s life on the line, an unexpected
friend
attempts
to rescue
The
CSIs
are called
to theher.
scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive, and the team realizes they will
With a glimpse into the dystopian world
Dreyfuss plans to create, the team learns more
about Lara. Knowing what’s at stake, can Team
Witness
stop the madman
before
too late?
As
the investigation
continues
andit’s
Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Francine reconnects with her birth family when
she starts craving the experience of having a
big family. Stan becomes a Picker based on his
obsession with “American Pickers”.
After the NCIS team tracks evidence from the
murder of a Navy captain to Ducky’s deceased
mother, Ducky looks back and questions a
pivotal lifeischoice
hewith
made
37 Heather
years ago.
Grissom
reunited
Lady
(Melinda
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.

10/08/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye
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Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
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10/08/2018 21:50:00 Line of Duty
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10/08/2018 22:55:00 CSI

3

15

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate
past. with Lady Heather (Melinda
Grissom
is reunited
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.

11/08/2018 00:00:00 Shut Eye

1

2

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.

Fresh Off the
11/08/2018 00:50:00 Boat

4

14

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.

Marvel's Agents
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11/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS
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11/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI
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With Daisy’s life on the line, an unexpected
friend attempts to rescue her.
After the NCIS team tracks evidence from the
murder of a Navy captain to Ducky’s deceased
mother, Ducky looks back and questions a
pivotal lifeischoice
hewith
made
37 Heather
years ago.
Grissom
reunited
Lady
(Melinda
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
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Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able
toLisbon
trace the
call. to keep their new
Jane
and
decide
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who isGrissom,
the leaderCatherine
of a high-end
car theft
ring.
While
and Nick
scour
a
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
and Warrick
investigate
an apparent
suicide
The
CSI team
work backwards
from the
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Daniel Easton
(Michaelof
O’Keefe),
and
their
Warrick’s
investigation
a drive-by
shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively, he must overcome his desire

11/08/2018 09:55:00 CSI

3

14

11/08/2018 10:45:00 CSI

3

15

The CSIs are called to the scene after a young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive,
and the with
teamLady
realizes
they (Melinda
will
Grissom
is reunited
Heather
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.

11/08/2018 11:50:00 The Mentalist

7

2

11/08/2018 12:40:00 Ghosted

1

13

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

11/08/2018 13:05:00 Shut Eye

1

2

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
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11/08/2018 15:40:00 CSI Miami
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13

11/08/2018 16:30:00 CSI Miami

5

14

Ten Days in the
11/08/2018 17:20:00 Valley

When terror suspect Sonya Barak is targeted
by her own people for assassination, she goes
on the run, and Horatio sets out to capture her.
Nick is murdered in his condo and Natalia is
arrested for the crime when evidence suggests
she killed him, but Horatio tries to clear her
name.
After Frank steps on a land mine at a crime
scene Horatio and the Bomb Technicians must
deactivate the bomb. Delko gets hit with a large
law suit.

6

The lives of two CSIs are put in danger when
an old enemy of Horatio's returns.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.

11/08/2018 18:10:00 Shut Eye

1

2

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.

Fresh Off the
11/08/2018 19:05:00 Boat

4

14

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.

2

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
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3
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11/08/2018 23:10:00 CSI

3
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12/08/2018 00:00:00 CSI

3
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12/08/2018 00:50:00 CSI

3
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In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate
past.Catherine and Nick scour a
While
Grissom,
five-star restaurant’s kitchen for clues to who
may have murdered the chef, they find
evidence of sex and drugs. Meanwhile, Sara
and Warrick
investigate
an apparent
suicide
The
CSI team
work backwards
from the
gruesome discovery of a human eyeball in a
raven’s nest to discover that a missing woman
has been murdered, and both her husband,
Daniel Easton
(Michaelof
O’Keefe),
and
their
Warrick’s
investigation
a drive-by
shooting
becomes personal when the victim killed by a
stray bullet is his childhood role model’s young
daughter. In order to solve the crime accurately
and objectively,
he must
overcome
his adesire
The
CSIs are called
to the
scene after
young
woman is terrorized and sexually assaulted.
The investigation shows that the attacks are
serial and are becoming increasingly
aggressive,
and the with
teamLady
realizes
they (Melinda
will
Grissom
is reunited
Heather
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
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6

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns
against continues
doing business
with Gina.
As
the Linda
investigation
and Jane’s
suspicions grow, she’s more determined than
ever to do anything to get her daughter back –
including changing every detail of her show’s
series finale.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.

12/08/2018 04:55:00 The Mentalist

7
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1
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Ten Days in the
12/08/2018 06:35:00 Valley

6

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.

12/08/2018 07:25:00 NCIS

14

6

6

Torres boldly breaks protocol when he learns a
witness in an NCIS case is wanted by U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
After NCIS Agent Bishop is sent to Gitmo to
gather evidence for a Navy chaplain murder
case, she questions her previous work at the
NSA.NCIS team investigates a series of
The
escalating threats against congresswoman
Jenna Flemming (Mary Stuart Masterson),
while Director Vance oversees temporary
protection detail.
After the NCIS team tracks evidence from the
murder of a Navy captain to Ducky’s deceased
mother, Ducky looks back and questions a
pivotal life choice he made 37 years ago.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.

14

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.
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Ten Days in the
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Fresh Off the
12/08/2018 12:35:00 Boat

4

After a kidnapped petty officer escapes her
captor, NCIS uncovers a connection to her
missing husband.
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12/08/2018 16:30:00 Scorpion
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Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who ismust
the leader
of the
a high-end
Paige
simplify
sciencecar
for theft
the ring.
geniuses of Team Scorpion when their mental
faculties are impaired and they turn into
knuckleheads during a job to prevent the
creation of a black hole.
Team Scorpion inadvertently crashes a bank
robbery in progress and is taken hostage.
Meanwhile, Sylvester’s feelings for Florence
grow.
Team Scorpion heads to the bayou to track
down a cagey alligator in order to stop a deadly
mosquito-borne virus, and Paige teaches
Walter the concept of the “white lie.”
Team Scorpion must use their high IQs to win a
softball game when the homeland director
challenges, with all of their future government
contracts on the line.

2

Waldron’s armed response unit comes under
increasing scrutiny as new information reveals
cracks in their story.
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3
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12/08/2018 19:35:00 Shut Eye
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Ten Days in the
12/08/2018 20:30:00 Valley

12/08/2018 21:25:00 NCIS

14

In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate past.

6

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.

6

After a kidnapped petty officer escapes her
captor, NCIS uncovers a connection to her
missing husband.

12/08/2018 22:15:00 NCIS
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12/08/2018 23:05:00 NCIS
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12/08/2018 23:55:00 NCIS
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13/08/2018 00:45:00 NCIS

14
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Torres boldly breaks protocol when he learns a
witness in an NCIS case is wanted by U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
After NCIS Agent Bishop is sent to Gitmo to
gather evidence for a Navy chaplain murder
case, she questions her previous work at the
NSA.NCIS team investigates a series of
The
escalating threats against congresswoman
Jenna Flemming (Mary Stuart Masterson),
while Director Vance oversees temporary
protection detail.
After the NCIS team tracks evidence from the
murder of a Navy captain to Ducky’s deceased
mother, Ducky looks back and questions a
pivotal life choice he made 37 years ago.

15

When Jay overhears Gloria on the phone
talking about spanking, he assumes she is
frustrated in the bedroom.

13/08/2018 01:35:00 Modern Family

13/08/2018 02:00:00 Modern Family
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13/08/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist
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7

6

The family goes on a wine tasting trip and stays
in Haley's new boss' country house where the
only rule is: don't touch the tiara!
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.

14

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.

2

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.

16

13/08/2018 04:20:00 Shut Eye

1

2

13/08/2018 05:05:00 American Dad!

13

17

13/08/2018 05:30:00 Ghosted

1

13

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
Francine reconnects with her birth family when
she starts craving the experience of having a
big family. Stan becomes a Picker based on his
obsession with “American Pickers”.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

Fresh Off the
13/08/2018 05:55:00 Boat

4

14

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.

11

NCIS searches for new leads after an
undercover operation to apprehend a
businessman who uses acts of terror.
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Marvel's Agents
13/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

7

13/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

15

13/08/2018 08:50:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

13

13/08/2018 09:40:00 Ghosted

1

13

Fresh Off the
13/08/2018 10:05:00 Boat

4

14

Ten Days in the
13/08/2018 10:30:00 Valley

13/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

Marvel's Agents
13/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

14

5

Just as the team reunites, they become prey to
an undefeated Kree warrior who is bent on
killing them
all.
Grissom
is reunited
with Lady Heather (Melinda
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.
Dreyfuss finally garners enough power to
infiltrate the White House, and his group of
minions grow strong enough to take action.
Can Team Witness stop Dreyfuss in time?
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

6

Jessica tries to keep a big secret from Emery
and Evan and gets caught up in a conspiracy.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.

11

NCIS searches for new leads after an
undercover operation to apprehend a
businessman who uses acts of terror.

7

Just as the team reunites, they become prey to
an undefeated Kree warrior who is bent on
killing them all.

13/08/2018 13:00:00 CSI

3

15

13/08/2018 14:05:00 Sleepy Hollow

4

13

13/08/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

1

1

13/08/2018 15:50:00 Shut Eye

1

2

13/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!
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13/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

11

13/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

16

Ten Days in the
13/08/2018 19:05:00 Valley

6

Ten Days in the
13/08/2018 20:00:00 Valley

7

13/08/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

1

1

13/08/2018 21:50:00 Shut Eye

1

2

13/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI

3

16

Ten Days in the
13/08/2018 23:35:00 Valley

7

Grissom is reunited with Lady Heather (Melinda
Clarke), the dominatrix, when he tracks two
murdered male escorts back to her business.
He is attracted to Lady Heather until he learns
that she is a prime suspect in the case.
Dreyfuss finally garners enough power to
infiltrate the White House, and his group of
minions grow strong enough to take action.
Can Team Witness stop Dreyfuss in time?
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
While having trouble communicating, Stan and
Hayley team up to stop a terrorist plot to blow
up the Bazooka Sharks' arena. Roger pretends
to be an escort.
NCIS searches for new leads after an
undercover operation to apprehend a
businessman
who investigate
uses acts ofthe
terror.
Grissom
and Nick
murder of
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile, Catherine and Warrick investigate
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda
doing business
with Gina.
Grissom
andagainst
Nick investigate
the murder
of
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile, Catherine and Warrick investigate
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.

14/08/2018 00:25:00 Sleepy Hollow

Marvel's Agents
14/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.
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5

13

Dreyfuss finally garners enough power to
infiltrate the White House, and his group of
minions grow strong enough to take action.
Can Team Witness stop Dreyfuss in time?

7

Just as the team reunites, they become prey to
an undefeated Kree warrior who is bent on
killing them all.

18

NCIS searches for new leads after an
undercover operation to apprehend a
businessman
who investigate
uses acts ofthe
terror.
Grissom
and Nick
murder of
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile, Catherine and Warrick investigate
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
While having trouble communicating, Stan and
Hayley team up to stop a terrorist plot to blow
up the Bazooka Sharks' arena. Roger pretends
to be an escort.

2

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
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14/08/2018 04:20:00 Valley

7
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Marvel's Agents
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5

8

14/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

16

NCIS: New
14/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3

1

14/08/2018 09:40:00 Shut Eye

1

1

After Gibbs spots the brother of an “NCIS Most
Wanted” suspect, he immediately assumes his
former alias and goes undercover.
Coulson and the team discover that the most
unexpected person from S.H.I.E.L.D.’s past
may hold the key to stopping Earth’s
destruction.
Grissom
and Nick investigate the murder of
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile,
Catherine
andwith
Warrick
investigate
The
NCIS team
partners
several
federal
agencies to track a sniper who is targeting
crowded events in the city. Also, FBI Special
Agent Tammy Gregorio arrives to investigate
Pride and his team.
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.

14/08/2018 10:30:00 Shut Eye
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2

14/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS
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Marvel's Agents
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5

8

14/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

3

16

NCIS: New
14/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans

3

1

14/08/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

7

1

14/08/2018 15:50:00 The Mentalist

7

2

14/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!

13

19

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
After Gibbs spots the brother of an “NCIS Most
Wanted” suspect, he immediately assumes his
former alias and goes undercover.
Coulson and the team discover that the most
unexpected person from S.H.I.E.L.D.’s past
may hold the key to stopping Earth’s
destruction.
Grissom
and Nick investigate the murder of
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile,
Catherine
andwith
Warrick
investigate
The
NCIS team
partners
several
federal
agencies to track a sniper who is targeting
crowded events in the city. Also, FBI Special
Agent Tammy Gregorio arrives to investigate
Pride and
and Lisbon
his team.
Jane
decide to keep their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
Roger and Klaus start having a secret affair
after they accidentally end up on an online date
together. Steve tries to catch Hayley’s pink eye
to get out of doing a fitness test at school.
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14

12

14/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

17

NCIS: New
14/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

3

1

14/08/2018 20:00:00 Ghosted

1

14

After Gibbs spots the brother of an “NCIS Most
Wanted” suspect, he immediately assumes his
former alias
and
goes
undercover.
Catherine
and
Sara
investigate
an elderly
woman who crashes her car into a restaurant
where Sara's boyfriend, EMT Hank
(Christopher Gorham), is dining at the time.
Meanwhile,
Grissom
and with
Nickseveral
investigate
a
The
NCIS team
partners
federal
agencies to track a sniper who is targeting
crowded events in the city. Also, FBI Special
Agent Tammy Gregorio arrives to investigate
Pride and his team.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

15

Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school counselor.

Fresh Off the
14/08/2018 20:30:00 Boat

4

14/08/2018 20:55:00 Modern Family

9

17

14/08/2018 21:25:00 Modern Family

9

18

14/08/2018 21:55:00 Line of Duty

3

3

14/08/2018 23:05:00 CSI

3

17

Fresh Off the
14/08/2018 23:55:00 Boat

4

15

NCIS: New
15/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans

3

1

Marvel's Agents
15/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

8

Haley's brilliant astrophysicist boyfriend comes
to meet the family, setting Claire and Phil off in
a competition about which one of them is
smarter.
When Gloria's ex-boyfriend Jorge stops by for
a visit, his striking resemblance to Manny
makes Jay question if he might be Manny's real
dad.
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunateand
past.
Catherine
Sara investigate an elderly
woman who crashes her car into a restaurant
where Sara's boyfriend, EMT Hank
(Christopher Gorham), is dining at the time.
Meanwhile, Grissom and Nick investigate a
Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school
counselor.
The
NCIS
team partners with several federal
agencies to track a sniper who is targeting
crowded events in the city. Also, FBI Special
Agent Tammy Gregorio arrives to investigate
Pride and his team.
Coulson and the team discover that the most
unexpected person from S.H.I.E.L.D.’s past
may hold the key to stopping Earth’s
destruction.
After Gibbs spots the brother of an “NCIS Most
Wanted” suspect, he immediately assumes his
former alias
and
goes
undercover.
Catherine
and
Sara
investigate
an elderly
woman who crashes her car into a restaurant
where Sara's boyfriend, EMT Hank
(Christopher Gorham), is dining at the time.
Meanwhile, Grissom and Nick investigate a
As con artists Charlie and Linda Haverford
form a plan to escape from their Roma gypsy
bosses, a blow to head awakens a special
ability in Charlie.
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15/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3

17

15/08/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

1

1

15/08/2018 04:25:00 Shut Eye

1

2

15/08/2018 05:15:00 Line of Duty

3

3

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate past.

13

During an NCIS hit-and-run investigation,
Palmer joins a stranger on the outside ledge of
a building in an attempt to save his life.

15/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

14

Marvel's Agents
15/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

9

15/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

17

NCIS: New
15/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3

2

15/08/2018 09:40:00 Shut Eye

1

2

15/08/2018 10:30:00 Ghosted

1

14

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.

15

Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school counselor.
During an NCIS hit-and-run investigation,
Palmer joins a stranger on the outside ledge of
a building in an attempt to save his life.

Fresh Off the
15/08/2018 10:55:00 Boat

4

15/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

14

13

Marvel's Agents
15/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

9

15/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

3

17

NCIS: New
15/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans

3

2

15/08/2018 14:50:00 Shut Eye

1

2

15/08/2018 15:40:00 Line of Duty

3

3

15/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!

13

20

Mack, Yo-Yo and Flint fight to keep everyone
alive by starting
a revolution
against
the Kree.
Catherine
and Sara
investigate
an elderly
woman who crashes her car into a restaurant
where Sara's boyfriend, EMT Hank
(Christopher Gorham), is dining at the time.
Meanwhile, Grissom and Nick investigate a
Pride faces further backlash from the FBI when
he helps former Navy Intelligence Analyst Elvis
Bertrand, who is the lead suspect in a multiple
homicide case.

Mack, Yo-Yo and Flint fight to keep everyone
alive by starting
a revolution
against
the Kree.
Catherine
and Sara
investigate
an elderly
woman who crashes her car into a restaurant
where Sara's boyfriend, EMT Hank
(Christopher Gorham), is dining at the time.
Meanwhile, Grissom and Nick investigate a
Pride faces further backlash from the FBI when
he helps former Navy Intelligence Analyst Elvis
Bertrand, who is the lead suspect in a multiple
homicide case.

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate
past.open up their own father-son
Stan
and Steve
garbage business after Stan inherits his
father’s old truck. Roger finds Hayley is a
natural at bumper pool and brings her to play
with the best player in town.

15/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

13

15/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

18

NCIS: New
15/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

3

2

15/08/2018 20:00:00 Line of Duty

3

4

15/08/2018 21:05:00 Ghosted
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15/08/2018 21:55:00 Modern Family
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15/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI
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During an NCIS hit-and-run investigation,
Palmer joins a stranger on the outside ledge of
a building
an attempt
life. in an
When
the in
CSIs
discovertoa save
body his
dumped
abandoned farm, their investigation uncovers a
"Terminator"-esque world of robotic sports
where the rise of the machines leads to
murder. Meanwhile, Grissom and Warrick are
Pride faces further backlash from the FBI when
he helps former Navy Intelligence Analyst Elvis
Bertrand, who is the lead suspect in a multiple
homicide case.
Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized crime.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school counselor.
Haley's brilliant astrophysicist boyfriend comes
to meet the family, setting Claire and Phil off in
a competition about which one of them is
smarter.
When Gloria's ex-boyfriend Jorge stops by for
a visit, his striking resemblance to Manny
makes Jay question if he might be Manny's real
dad. the CSIs discover a body dumped in an
When
abandoned farm, their investigation uncovers a
"Terminator"-esque world of robotic sports
where the rise of the machines leads to
murder. Meanwhile, Grissom and Warrick are

15/08/2018 23:35:00 Line of Duty

3

4

NCIS: New
16/08/2018 00:35:00 Orleans

3

2

Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized crime.
Pride faces further backlash from the FBI when
he helps former Navy Intelligence Analyst Elvis
Bertrand, who is the lead suspect in a multiple
homicide case.

Marvel's Agents
16/08/2018 01:20:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

9

Mack, Yo-Yo and Flint fight to keep everyone
alive by starting a revolution against the Kree.

13

During an NCIS hit-and-run investigation,
Palmer joins a stranger on the outside ledge of
a building in an attempt to save his life.

16/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

16/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

3

18

16/08/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

7

1

7

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who isand
theSteve
leaderopen
of a up
high-end
carfather-son
theft ring.
Stan
their own
garbage business after Stan inherits his
father’s old truck. Roger finds Hayley is a
natural at bumper pool and brings her to play
with the best player in town.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.

14

The murder of a Petty Officer in a small town
outside D.C. prompts NCIS to once again work
with “The Sherlocks”.

16/08/2018 04:20:00 The Mentalist

7

2

16/08/2018 05:05:00 American Dad!

13

20

Ten Days in the
16/08/2018 05:30:00 Valley

16/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

14

When the CSIs discover a body dumped in an
abandoned farm, their investigation uncovers a
"Terminator"-esque world of robotic sports
where the rise of the machines leads to
murder.
Grissom
andtheir
Warrick
Jane
andMeanwhile,
Lisbon decide
to keep
new are
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.

Marvel's Agents
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5

10

16/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3

18

NCIS: New
16/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3

3

16/08/2018 09:40:00 The Mentalist

7

1

S.H.I.E.L.D. has one final chance to return to
our timeline, but their actions may have deadly
consequences.
When
the CSIs discover a body dumped in an
abandoned farm, their investigation uncovers a
"Terminator"-esque world of robotic sports
where the rise of the machines leads to
murder. Meanwhile, Grissom and Warrick are
After a decorated petty officer is found dead
inside a sports arena, evidence leads Pride and
the NCIS team to a kidnapping case of a petty
officerand
whoLisbon
was last
seentoinkeep
Mexico.
Jane
decide
their new
relationship a secret from their colleagues as
they investigate the murder of an undercover
agent. Also, young, ambitious agent Michelle
Vega joins the team.

2

Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.

14

The murder of a Petty Officer in a small town
outside D.C. prompts NCIS to once again work
with “The Sherlocks”.

10

S.H.I.E.L.D. has one final chance to return to
our timeline, but their actions may have deadly
consequences.
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16/08/2018 15:50:00 Ghosted
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16/08/2018 16:45:00 American Dad!
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16/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS
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16/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI
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NCIS: New
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16/08/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist
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16/08/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye
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16/08/2018 21:50:00 Valley

16/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI

7
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When the CSIs discover a body dumped in an
abandoned farm, their investigation uncovers a
"Terminator"-esque world of robotic sports
where the rise of the machines leads to
murder. Meanwhile, Grissom and Warrick are
After a decorated petty officer is found dead
inside a sports arena, evidence leads Pride and
the NCIS team to a kidnapping case of a petty
officer who was last seen in Mexico.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who is the leader of a high-end car theft ring.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school counselor.
Roger becomes a marionette and injures other
students to help Steve win the school talent
show. Stan, Hayley and Klaus start their own
local honey business.
The murder of a Petty Officer in a small town
outside D.C. prompts NCIS to once again work
with “Theand
Sherlocks”.
Grissom
Catherine investigate the murder
of a local dentist found stabbed to death while
watching a noir movie and the only lead is a
statuesque blonde woman. Meanwhile,
Warrick, Nick and Sara, while investigating the
After a decorated petty officer is found dead
inside a sports arena, evidence leads Pride and
the NCIS team to a kidnapping case of a petty
officerand
whoLisbon
was last
seen
Mexico.
Jane
travel
to in
Beirut
where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle ofand
the Catherine
night.
Grissom
investigate the murder
of a local dentist found stabbed to death while
watching a noir movie and the only lead is a
statuesque blonde woman. Meanwhile,
Warrick, Nick and Sara, while investigating the

16/08/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

7

3

NCIS: New
17/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans

3

3

Jane and Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
After a decorated petty officer is found dead
inside a sports arena, evidence leads Pride and
the NCIS team to a kidnapping case of a petty
officer who was last seen in Mexico.

10

S.H.I.E.L.D. has one final chance to return to
our timeline, but their actions may have deadly
consequences.

Marvel's Agents
17/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

7

The murder of a Petty Officer in a small town
outside D.C. prompts NCIS to once again work
with “Theand
Sherlocks”.
Grissom
Catherine investigate the murder
of a local dentist found stabbed to death while
watching a noir movie and the only lead is a
statuesque blonde woman. Meanwhile,
Warrick, Nick and Sara, while investigating the
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized crime.
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Ten Days in the
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Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warnsAbby’s
Linda against
doing
business
After
homeland
security
thinkwith
tankGina.
is
compromised and she is found in possession
of a real bomb, the NCIS team discovers the
leader of the group has been murdered and a
theoretical terror playbook has been stolen.
Coulson and team set out to rewrite the course
of humanity’s fate, but they’re unaware that
their efforts will dramatically change one
S.H.I.E.L.D
life. investigate the murder
Grissom
andagent’s
Catherine
of a local dentist found stabbed to death while
watching a noir movie and the only lead is a
statuesque blonde woman. Meanwhile,
Warrick,
and
Sara,
whileone
investigating
the
The
NCISNick
team
must
rescue
of their own
after Sebastian is kidnapped while at a
restaurant with his mother, Sylvia Lund
(Wendie Malick), and forced to use his gaming
skills in a prison break.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
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17/08/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

1
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17/08/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

7
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Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle
of thehomeland
night.
After
Abby’s
security think tank is
compromised and she is found in possession
of a real bomb, the NCIS team discovers the
leader of the group has been murdered and a
theoretical terror playbook has been stolen.
Coulson and team set out to rewrite the course
of humanity’s fate, but they’re unaware that
their efforts will dramatically change one
S.H.I.E.L.D
life. investigate the murder
Grissom
andagent’s
Catherine
of a local dentist found stabbed to death while
watching a noir movie and the only lead is a
statuesque blonde woman. Meanwhile,
Warrick,
and
Sara,
whileone
investigating
the
The
NCISNick
team
must
rescue
of their own
after Sebastian is kidnapped while at a
restaurant with his mother, Sylvia Lund
(Wendie Malick), and forced to use his gaming
skills in a prison break.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle
of the night.
In
an “American
Dad” western, Stan is a
wanted man hunted by Roger the bounty
hunter. He ends up in a town in need of a good
guy and helps Principal Lewis, Francine, Steve,
and Hayley.
After
Abby’s homeland security think tank is
compromised and she is found in possession
of a real bomb, the NCIS team discovers the
leader of the group has been murdered and a
theoretical
terror comedian
playbook has
beenRoss)
stolen.
When
a popular
(Jeffrey
falls
to his death in the middle of his standup
routine, Grissom and Catherine are called to
investigate possible foul play. They are
surprised
learn
thatrescue
acrossone
townofattheir
a local
The
NCISto
team
must
own
after Sebastian is kidnapped while at a
restaurant with his mother, Sylvia Lund
(Wendie Malick), and forced to use his gaming
skills in a prison break.
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Jane
and Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
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18/08/2018 07:25:00 CSI
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Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized
crime.comedian (Jeffrey Ross) falls
When
a popular
to his death in the middle of his standup
routine, Grissom and Catherine are called to
investigate possible foul play. They are
surprised to learn that across town at a local
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with NCIS
Gina. team must rescue one of their own
The
after Sebastian is kidnapped while at a
restaurant with his mother, Sylvia Lund
(Wendie Malick), and forced to use his gaming
skills in a prison break.
Coulson and team set out to rewrite the course
of humanity’s fate, but they’re unaware that
their efforts will dramatically change one
S.H.I.E.L.D
life.security think tank is
After
Abby’sagent’s
homeland
compromised and she is found in possession
of a real bomb, the NCIS team discovers the
leader of the group has been murdered and a
theoretical
terror comedian
playbook has
beenRoss)
stolen.
When
a popular
(Jeffrey
falls
to his death in the middle of his standup
routine, Grissom and Catherine are called to
investigate possible foul play. They are
surprised
learntravel
that across
town
at a they
local
Jane
and to
Lisbon
to Beirut
where
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who isand
theLisbon
leader travel
of a high-end
theftthey
ring.
Jane
to Beirutcar
where
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
in exchange
forthe
amnesty
Grissom
and Nick
investigate
murderforofher
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile, Catherine and Warrick investigate
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18/08/2018 10:45:00 CSI

3
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18/08/2018 11:40:00 The Mentalist
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3

18/08/2018 12:35:00 Ghosted

1
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Catherine and Sara investigate an elderly
woman who crashes her car into a restaurant
where Sara's boyfriend, EMT Hank
(Christopher Gorham), is dining at the time.
Meanwhile,
Grissom
and aNick
investigate
When
the CSIs
discover
body
dumped ina an
abandoned farm, their investigation uncovers a
"Terminator"-esque world of robotic sports
where the rise of the machines leads to
murder. Meanwhile,
Grissom
and Warrick
are
Grissom
and Catherine
investigate
the murder
of a local dentist found stabbed to death while
watching a noir movie and the only lead is a
statuesque blonde woman. Meanwhile,
Warrick,
Nick and
Sara, while
investigating
the
When
a popular
comedian
(Jeffrey
Ross) falls
to his death in the middle of his standup
routine, Grissom and Catherine are called to
investigate possible foul play. They are
surprised
learntravel
that across
town
at a they
local
Jane
and to
Lisbon
to Beirut
where
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
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18/08/2018 14:00:00 CSI Miami
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Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Horatio and Delko are ambushed while
searching for a kidnapped court stenographer
in a parking garage, and a CSI is seriously
wounded.

16

The parents of a babysitter are murdered on
the property where she is taking care of a 12year-old boy in an upscale neighborhood.

18/08/2018 14:50:00 CSI Miami

5

7

A hunter is attacked and killed by a black bear,
but the evidence suggests the victim may have
been set up as bait.
A wealthy developer is murdered at a plush
mansion where a luncheon, organized by his
wife, is being held to raise money for a
children's hospital.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
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19/08/2018 03:20:00 Valley

6

Ten Days in the
19/08/2018 04:10:00 Valley

7

19/08/2018 04:55:00 The Mentalist

7
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Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
schooland
counselor.
Jane
Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organizedand
crime.
Grissom
Nick investigate the murder of
Alex James, a man who led police on a
highspeed chase before exiting his vehicle and
dropping dead with a wooden stake in his head.
Meanwhile,
Catherine
andwith
Warrick
investigate
The
NCIS team
partners
several
federal
agencies to track a sniper who is targeting
crowded events in the city. Also, FBI Special
Agent Tammy Gregorio arrives to investigate
Pride and his team.
Pride faces further backlash from the FBI when
he helps former Navy Intelligence Analyst Elvis
Bertrand, who is the lead suspect in a multiple
homicide case.
After a decorated petty officer is found dead
inside a sports arena, evidence leads Pride and
the NCIS team to a kidnapping case of a petty
officer
whoteam
was last
in Mexico.
The
NCIS
mustseen
rescue
one of their own
after Sebastian is kidnapped while at a
restaurant with his mother, Sylvia Lund
(Wendie Malick), and forced to use his gaming
skills and
in a prison
Jane
Lisbonbreak.
travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Jane and Ali get a surprise call about who has
Lake. But when the call is abruptly cut short,
Jane rushes to find the only cop she trusts to
be able to trace the call.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middleand
of the
night.
Jane
Lisbon
travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
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19/08/2018 08:15:00 NCIS

19/08/2018 09:05:00 NCIS

14

14

14

7

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.

11

NCIS searches for new leads after an
undercover operation to apprehend a
businessman who uses acts of terror.

12

After Gibbs spots the brother of an “NCIS Most
Wanted” suspect, he immediately assumes his
former alias and goes undercover.

13

During an NCIS hit-and-run investigation,
Palmer joins a stranger on the outside ledge of
a building in an attempt to save his life.

3

19/08/2018 09:55:00 NCIS
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14
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19/08/2018 11:40:00 Valley

7
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19/08/2018 12:35:00 Boat
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19/08/2018 13:05:00 The Mentalist
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3

19/08/2018 14:00:00 Scorpion

4

21

19/08/2018 14:50:00 Scorpion

4

22

19/08/2018 15:40:00 S.W.A.T.

1

The murder of a Petty Officer in a small town
outside D.C. prompts NCIS to once again work
with “The
Sherlocks”.
After
Abby’s
homeland security think tank is
compromised and she is found in possession
of a real bomb, the NCIS team discovers the
leader of the group has been murdered and a
theoretical terror playbook has been stolen.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
schooland
counselor.
Jane
Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
Paige’s maternal side goes into high gear when
Team Scorpion must save an unconscious,
hypothermic boy stuck in the wheel well of their
airborne
airplane.
Team
Scorpion
heads to Northeast Africa
where they must carefully navigate a minefield
in order to save the lives of local villagers.
Paige and Walter’s relationship takes a
shocking turn.
A locally born S.W.A.T. sergeant, former
Marine Daniel “Hondo” Harrelson, is newly
tasked to run a specialized tactical unit that is
the last stop in law enforcement in Los Angeles.
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Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized crime.

2

3
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Ten Days in the
19/08/2018 20:30:00 Valley

19/08/2018 21:25:00 NCIS

3

Hondo and the team spread out across L.A. in
pursuit of four escaped convicts, including a
violent criminal Jessica helped bring to justice.
In a turn of events following Waldron’s death,
Cottan is declared an unlikely hero. Meanwhile,
Arnott learns of the deceased officer’s
unfortunate past.

14

14

14

7

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.

11

NCIS searches for new leads after an
undercover operation to apprehend a
businessman who uses acts of terror.

12

After Gibbs spots the brother of an “NCIS Most
Wanted” suspect, he immediately assumes his
former alias and goes undercover.

13

During an NCIS hit-and-run investigation,
Palmer joins a stranger on the outside ledge of
a building in an attempt to save his life.
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20/08/2018 00:45:00 NCIS
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20/08/2018 01:35:00 Modern Family
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20/08/2018 02:00:00 Modern Family

9
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Ten Days in the
20/08/2018 02:25:00 Valley

7

The murder of a Petty Officer in a small town
outside D.C. prompts NCIS to once again work
with “The
Sherlocks”.
After
Abby’s
homeland security think tank is
compromised and she is found in possession
of a real bomb, the NCIS team discovers the
leader of the group has been murdered and a
theoretical terror playbook has been stolen.
Haley's brilliant astrophysicist boyfriend comes
to meet the family, setting Claire and Phil off in
a competition about which one of them is
smarter.
When Gloria's ex-boyfriend Jorge stops by for
a visit, his striking resemblance to Manny
makes Jay question if he might be Manny's real
dad.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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NCIS: New
20/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans
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20/08/2018 09:40:00 Ghosted
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20/08/2018 10:05:00 Boat

Ten Days in the
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Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
schooland
counselor.
Jane
Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with
In
anGina.
“American Dad” western, Stan is a
wanted man hunted by Roger the bounty
hunter. He ends up in a town in need of a good
guy and helps Principal Lewis, Francine, Steve,
and Hayley.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school counselor.
Bishop is more determined than ever to seek
revenge for the murder of Qasim, her late
boyfriend, after Gibbs and the team find a new
lead in the Chen case.
In the milestone 100th episode, Coulson finally
reveals the mysterious deal he made with
Ghost Rider, which will impact everyone on the
S.H.I.E.L.D.
team.
When
a popular
comedian (Jeffrey Ross) falls
to his death in the middle of his standup
routine, Grissom and Catherine are called to
investigate possible foul play. They are
surprised to learn that across town at a local
NCIS and FBI investigate a private plane crash
in the bayou that killed three sailors. Also,
Sonja and Lasalle interview candidates for the
team’s open agent position.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
Jessica pushes Evan to win Student of the
Month, but overwhelmed, he starts seeing the
school counselor.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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NCIS: New
20/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans
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Bishop is more determined than ever to seek
revenge for the murder of Qasim, her late
boyfriend, after Gibbs and the team find a new
lead in the Chen case.
In the milestone 100th episode, Coulson finally
reveals the mysterious deal he made with
Ghost Rider, which will impact everyone on the
S.H.I.E.L.D.
team.
When
a popular
comedian (Jeffrey Ross) falls
to his death in the middle of his standup
routine, Grissom and Catherine are called to
investigate possible foul play. They are
surprised to learn that across town at a local
NCIS and FBI investigate a private plane crash
in the bayou that killed three sailors. Also,
Sonja and Lasalle interview candidates for the
team’s open agent position.

20/08/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

1
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Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.

8

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Stewie
and Brian rise to fame with their own
children’s band – until a girl gets between them
and drives the band apart. Chris gets a job as
Quagmire’s personal assistant – and manages
his sex life.
Bishop is more determined than ever to seek
revenge for the murder of Qasim, her late
boyfriend, after Gibbs and the team find a new
lead in the
Chen
case. investigate the death of
Grissom
and
Catherine
the horse trainer in the cargo hold of a lavish
private jet. Fingerprints and the tranquilizer gun
left at the scene initially point to three of the jet
passengers, but when the horse dies, its
NCIS and FBI investigate a private plane crash
in the bayou that killed three sailors. Also,
Sonja and Lasalle interview candidates for the
team’s open agent position.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.

3

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
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21/08/2018 05:30:00 The Mentalist
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Marvel's Agents
21/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5
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21/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI
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Grissom and Catherine investigate the death of
the horse trainer in the cargo hold of a lavish
private jet. Fingerprints and the tranquilizer gun
left at the scene initially point to three of the jet
passengers, but when the horse dies, its
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
NCIS and FBI investigate a private plane crash
in the bayou that killed three sailors. Also,
Sonja and Lasalle interview candidates for the
team’s open agent position.
In the milestone 100th episode, Coulson finally
reveals the mysterious deal he made with
Ghost Rider, which will impact everyone on the
S.H.I.E.L.D. team.
Bishop is more determined than ever to seek
revenge for the murder of Qasim, her late
boyfriend, after Gibbs and the team find a new
lead in the
Chen
case. investigate the death of
Grissom
and
Catherine
the horse trainer in the cargo hold of a lavish
private jet. Fingerprints and the tranquilizer gun
left at the scene initially point to three of the jet
passengers, but when the horse dies, its
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of
the
night.
Stewie
and
Brian
rise to fame with their own
children’s band – until a girl gets between them
and drives the band apart. Chris gets a job as
Quagmire’s personal assistant – and manages
his sex
life.
Jane
and
Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
in exchange
for amnesty
fortorn
her
McGee
discovers
his apartment
has been
apart by a robber trying to locate an item of
great value hidden somewhere by the
convicted criminal who previously owned the
unit.

The team goes in search of Gravitonium in
order to help
the world.
Grissom
and save
Catherine
investigate the death of
the horse trainer in the cargo hold of a lavish
private jet. Fingerprints and the tranquilizer gun
left at the scene initially point to three of the jet
passengers, but when the horse dies, its

NCIS: New
21/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3
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The NCIS team reviews training exercises
after a Navy Seal candidate is found murdered
weeks before his graduation. Also, Wade turns
to Pride after her adopted son announces his
plan to enter the Navy.

21/08/2018 09:40:00 Shut Eye

1

2

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.

21/08/2018 10:30:00 Shut Eye
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21/08/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy
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21/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS
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21/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI
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NCIS: New
21/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

3

6

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
McGee
discovers his apartment has been torn
apart by a robber trying to locate an item of
great value hidden somewhere by the
convicted criminal who previously owned the
unit.

The team goes in search of Gravitonium in
order to help
the world.
Grissom
and save
Catherine
investigate the death of
the horse trainer in the cargo hold of a lavish
private jet. Fingerprints and the tranquilizer gun
left at the scene initially point to three of the jet
passengers,
but reviews
when thetraining
horse dies,
its
The
NCIS team
exercises
after a Navy Seal candidate is found murdered
weeks before his graduation. Also, Wade turns
to Pride after her adopted son announces his
plan to enter the Navy.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who isand
theLisbon
leader travel
of a high-end
theftthey
ring.
Jane
to Beirutcar
where
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
As Chris becomes a star baseball pitcher,
Peter turns into a gambler. Meanwhile, Stewie,
Brian, and Frank Sinatra Jr. attempt to open an
Italian restaurant.
McGee
discovers his apartment has been torn
apart by a robber trying to locate an item of
great value hidden somewhere by the
convicted criminal who previously owned the
unit. the CSI lab goes up in flames after a
When
mysterious explosion erupts, all the evidence
that was there is tainted and the boss wants to
know who is responsible. Meanwhile, Grissom
and Nick
the murder
a woman
The
NCISinvestigate
team reviews
trainingof
exercises
after a Navy Seal candidate is found murdered
weeks before his graduation. Also, Wade turns
to Pride after her adopted son announces his
plan to enter the Navy.
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21/08/2018 20:30:00 Boat
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16

21/08/2018 20:55:00 Modern Family
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A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between Jessica and Evan.
When Haley hears that her loopy boss is
looking for a product with the magical
properties of peppers, she tries to gain favor by
convincing Gloria to sell her salsa to NERP.

20

When Dede drops in unexpectedly, Mitchell
and Cam come to a realization about her effect
on their lives.

21/08/2018 21:25:00 Modern Family

9

Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized
crime.
When
the CSI
lab goes up in flames after a
mysterious explosion erupts, all the evidence
that was there is tainted and the boss wants to
know who is responsible. Meanwhile, Grissom
and Nick investigate the murder of a woman
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between
and Evan.
The
NCISJessica
team reviews
training exercises
after a Navy Seal candidate is found murdered
weeks before his graduation. Also, Wade turns
to Pride after her adopted son announces his
plan to enter the Navy.
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22/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI
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The team goes in search of Gravitonium in
order to discovers
help savehis
theapartment
world.
McGee
has been torn
apart by a robber trying to locate an item of
great value hidden somewhere by the
convicted criminal who previously owned the
unit. the CSI lab goes up in flames after a
When
mysterious explosion erupts, all the evidence
that was there is tainted and the boss wants to
know who is responsible. Meanwhile, Grissom
and Nick investigate the murder of a woman

22/08/2018 03:35:00 Shut Eye

1

2

Charlie finds a powerful ally in Eduardo. Fonso
warns Linda against doing business with Gina.

3

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.

22/08/2018 04:25:00 Shut Eye
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22/08/2018 05:15:00 Line of Duty
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22/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

14

18

Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized
crime.
To
carry out
a sailor’s dying wish, Gibbs and
the NCIS team re-investigate a murder case
that was originally ruled an accidental death.
Also, the case reminds Torres of a tragic time
from his past.
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22/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

14

22/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

3
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As Fitz and Simmons race to find a way to seal
the Rift, they are faced with one of their
greatest
When
thefears
CSI manifested.
lab goes up in flames after a
mysterious explosion erupts, all the evidence
that was there is tainted and the boss wants to
know who is responsible. Meanwhile, Grissom
and Nick investigate the murder of a woman

NCIS: New
22/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3

7

The NCIS team investigates the murder of a
sailor during a rowdy motorcycle rally in the city.
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22/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS
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Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between
Jessica
and Evan.
To
carry out
a sailor’s
dying wish, Gibbs and
the NCIS team re-investigate a murder case
that was originally ruled an accidental death.
Also, the case reminds Torres of a tragic time
from his past.
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22/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI
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22

As Fitz and Simmons race to find a way to seal
the Rift, they are faced with one of their
greatest
When
thefears
CSI manifested.
lab goes up in flames after a
mysterious explosion erupts, all the evidence
that was there is tainted and the boss wants to
know who is responsible. Meanwhile, Grissom
and Nick investigate the murder of a woman

NCIS: New
22/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans

3

7

The NCIS team investigates the murder of a
sailor during a rowdy motorcycle rally in the city.

3

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.

22/08/2018 14:50:00 Shut Eye

1

22/08/2018 15:40:00 Line of Duty

3

4

22/08/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

16

3

22/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

18

22/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

3

23

Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized crime.
After the local airline pilots go on strike,
Quagmire begins work as a gigolo. Meanwhile,
Brian is kicked off Peter’s health insurance, so
he gets
jobaatsailor’s
a hardware
To
carryaout
dying store.
wish, Gibbs and
the NCIS team re-investigate a murder case
that was originally ruled an accidental death.
Also, the case reminds Torres of a tragic time
from his
past. efficient team of bank robbers
When
a highly
pulls off a bank heist to steal a single safety
deposit box, the job becomes personal for the
CSI team when one of their own is shot and
killed. Meanwhile, Grissom makes a major

NCIS: New
22/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

3

7

The NCIS team investigates the murder of a
sailor during a rowdy motorcycle rally in the city.
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16

22/08/2018 23:00:00 CSI

3

23

22/08/2018 23:55:00 Family Guy

16

3

AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between
Jessica
and Evan.
When
a highly
efficient
team of bank robbers
pulls off a bank heist to steal a single safety
deposit box, the job becomes personal for the
CSI team when one of their own is shot and
killed. Meanwhile, Grissom makes a major
After the local airline pilots go on strike,
Quagmire begins work as a gigolo. Meanwhile,
Brian is kicked off Peter’s health insurance, so
he gets a job at a hardware store.

NCIS: New
23/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans

3

7

The NCIS team investigates the murder of a
sailor during a rowdy motorcycle rally in the city.

14

As Fitz and Simmons race to find a way to seal
the Rift, they are faced with one of their
greatest fears manifested.
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23/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS
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To carry out a sailor’s dying wish, Gibbs and
the NCIS team re-investigate a murder case
that was originally ruled an accidental death.
Also, the case reminds Torres of a tragic time
from his
past. efficient team of bank robbers
When
a highly
pulls off a bank heist to steal a single safety
deposit box, the job becomes personal for the
CSI team when one of their own is shot and
killed. Meanwhile, Grissom makes a major
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who isand
theLisbon
leader travel
of a high-end
theftthey
ring.
Jane
to Beirutcar
where
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
After the local airline pilots go on strike,
Quagmire begins work as a gigolo. Meanwhile,
Brian is kicked off Peter’s health insurance, so
he gets a job at a hardware store.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middleaofMarine
the night.
When
is murdered at an event for a
non-profit that arranges for veterans to visit the
War Memorials, the NCIS team must rely on an
irritable Vietnam War veteran (Bruce McGill)
throughout the day.
Coulson uncovers General Hale’s true agenda,
and it could be the end of the world if
S.H.I.E.L.D.
doesn’t
help
her.of bank robbers
When
a highly
efficient
team
pulls off a bank heist to steal a single safety
deposit box, the job becomes personal for the
CSI team when one of their own is shot and
killed.aMeanwhile,
makes
major
After
petty officerGrissom
and member
ofathe
prestigious United States Navy Band is
murdered in her home, Pride takes temporary
custody of the victim’s nephew who is the sole
witness to the crime.
Lisbon goes undercover as a prison inmate in
order to get a convict to turn on her boyfriend,
who isand
theLisbon
leader travel
of a high-end
theftthey
ring.
Jane
to Beirutcar
where
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
When
a Marineinisexchange
murderedfor
at amnesty
an event for
for her
a
non-profit that arranges for veterans to visit the
War Memorials, the NCIS team must rely on an
irritable Vietnam War veteran (Bruce McGill)
throughout the day.
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23

NCIS: New
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23/08/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist
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23/08/2018 15:50:00 Ghosted
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23/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS
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23/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI
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NCIS: New
23/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans
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23/08/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

7

4

23/08/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

Ten Days in the
23/08/2018 21:50:00 Valley

1

3
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Coulson uncovers General Hale’s true agenda,
and it could be the end of the world if
S.H.I.E.L.D.
doesn’t
help
her.of bank robbers
When
a highly
efficient
team
pulls off a bank heist to steal a single safety
deposit box, the job becomes personal for the
CSI team when one of their own is shot and
killed.aMeanwhile,
makes
major
After
petty officerGrissom
and member
ofathe
prestigious United States Navy Band is
murdered in her home, Pride takes temporary
custody of the victim’s nephew who is the sole
witness
toLisbon
the crime.
Jane
and
travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations, in exchange for amnesty for her
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between Jessica and Evan.
In a look behind the scenes of “Family Guy”,
the ins and outs of production are revealed. As
the drama unfolds, Peter is replaced and
pitchesahis
own is
new
series. at an event for a
When
Marine
murdered
non-profit that arranges for veterans to visit the
War Memorials, the NCIS team must rely on an
irritable Vietnam War veteran (Bruce McGill)
throughout the day.
CSI team is called to investigate a double
homicide, they scour hotel’s security tapes for
clues into who may be responsible for the
murders.
After
a petty officer and member of the
prestigious United States Navy Band is
murdered in her home, Pride takes temporary
custody of the victim’s nephew who is the sole
witness
In
order to
to the
findcrime.
a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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Marvel's Agents
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4
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24/08/2018 03:35:00 Valley

24/08/2018 04:25:00 Line of Duty

8

3
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24/08/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

1

3

24/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS
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Marvel's Agents
24/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

16

24/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

4

1

NCIS: New
24/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3
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CSI team is called to investigate a double
homicide, they scour hotel’s security tapes for
clues into who may be responsible for the
murders.
In
order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion
in officer
Washington.
After
a petty
and member of the
prestigious United States Navy Band is
murdered in her home, Pride takes temporary
custody of the victim’s nephew who is the sole
witness to the crime.
Coulson uncovers General Hale’s true agenda,
and it could be the end of the world if
S.H.I.E.L.D.
doesn’t
help her.at an event for a
When
a Marine
is murdered
non-profit that arranges for veterans to visit the
War Memorials, the NCIS team must rely on an
irritable Vietnam War veteran (Bruce McGill)
throughout the day.
CSI team is called to investigate a double
homicide, they scour hotel’s security tapes for
clues into who may be responsible for the
murders.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
After
a vice admiral’s laptop is infected with
ransomware, he enlists McGee and the NCIS
team to track down the hacker before the
computer virus eliminates his personal and
professional files.
Coulson is forced to team up with surprising
allies to save the world, while the S.H.I.E.L.D.
team attempts to track down and rescue him.
CSI team is called to investigate a double
homicide, they scour hotel’s security tapes for
clues into who may be responsible for the
murders.
After a Marine corporal who is an amateur race
car driver has a fatal crash on the track, the
NCIS team investigates when they suspect foul
play.
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4
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NCIS: New
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3
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24/08/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

1
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Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle
theadmiral’s
night. laptop is infected with
After
a of
vice
ransomware, he enlists McGee and the NCIS
team to track down the hacker before the
computer virus eliminates his personal and
professional files.
Coulson is forced to team up with surprising
allies to save the world, while the S.H.I.E.L.D.
team attempts to track down and rescue him.
CSI team is called to investigate a double
homicide, they scour hotel’s security tapes for
clues into who may be responsible for the
murders.
After a Marine corporal who is an amateur race
car driver has a fatal crash on the track, the
NCIS team investigates when they suspect foul
play.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Taylor Swift agrees to be Chris’ date for
homecoming, but when she starts to fall for
him, her music takes a hit. Peter tries to be an
Uber a
driver.
After
vice admiral’s laptop is infected with
ransomware, he enlists McGee and the NCIS
team to track down the hacker before the
computer virus eliminates his personal and
professional files.
Grissom discovered the prime suspects in his
ongoing homicide investigation shot to death in
their house, and their murder points to an
inside job.
After a Marine corporal who is an amateur race
car driver has a fatal crash on the track, the
NCIS team investigates when they suspect foul
play.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
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In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
Grissom discovered the prime suspects in his
ongoing homicide investigation shot to death in
their house, and their murder points to an
inside job.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
After a Marine corporal who is an amateur race
car driver has a fatal crash on the track, the
NCIS team investigates when they suspect foul
play.
Coulson is forced to team up with surprising
allies to save the world, while the S.H.I.E.L.D.
team aattempts
to tracklaptop
down isand
rescuewith
him.
After
vice admiral’s
infected
ransomware, he enlists McGee and the NCIS
team to track down the hacker before the
computer virus eliminates his personal and
professional files.
Grissom discovered the prime suspects in his
ongoing homicide investigation shot to death in
their house, and their murder points to an
inside
job.
In
order
to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middleand
of the
night.
Jane
Lisbon
travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
for amnesty
her
In
order to find in
a exchange
group of jewel
thieves, for
Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
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Grissom and Catherine investigate the death of
the horse trainer in the cargo hold of a lavish
private jet. Fingerprints and the tranquilizer gun
left at the scene initially point to three of the jet
passengers,
but
when
dies,after
its a
When
the CSI
lab
goesthe
uphorse
in flames
mysterious explosion erupts, all the evidence
that was there is tainted and the boss wants to
know who is responsible. Meanwhile, Grissom
and Nick
investigate
theteam
murder
of a woman
When
a highly
efficient
of bank
robbers
pulls off a bank heist to steal a single safety
deposit box, the job becomes personal for the
CSI team when one of their own is shot and
killed. Meanwhile, Grissom makes a major
CSI team is called to investigate a double
homicide, they scour hotel’s security tapes for
clues into who may be responsible for the
murders.
Grissom discovered the prime suspects in his
ongoing homicide investigation shot to death in
their house, and their murder points to an
inside
job.
In
order
to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Horatio suspects that a county supervisor and
the Native American owners of a casino may
be involved in a murder when a victim is found.
Horatio investigates a movie star's murder
inside a celebrity rehab center. The probe
reveals that the actor's candid confessions
while in therapy.
A contentious divorce turns deadly when the
husband's mistress is murdered and other dead
bodies follow.
A man is killed in a fire in his home, but his
girlfriend escapes. Horatio must fire Ryan when
he doesn't disclose that he knew one of the
suspects.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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3
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3

7

NCIS: New
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3

8

NCIS: New
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9

26/08/2018 01:40:00 The Mentalist

7

4

26/08/2018 02:30:00 Shut Eye

1

4

Ten Days in the
26/08/2018 03:20:00 Valley

7

Ten Days in the
26/08/2018 04:10:00 Valley

8

For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between
Jessica
and Evan.
In
order to
find a group
of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
NCIS and FBI investigate a private plane crash
in the bayou that killed three sailors. Also,
Sonja and Lasalle interview candidates for the
team’s
open
agent
position.
The
NCIS
team
reviews
training exercises
after a Navy Seal candidate is found murdered
weeks before his graduation. Also, Wade turns
to Pride after her adopted son announces his
plan to enter the Navy.

The NCIS team investigates the murder of a
sailoraduring
a rowdy
motorcycle
After
petty officer
and
member rally
of thein the city.
prestigious United States Navy Band is
murdered in her home, Pride takes temporary
custody of the victim’s nephew who is the sole
witness to the crime.
After a Marine corporal who is an amateur race
car driver has a fatal crash on the track, the
NCIS team investigates when they suspect foul
play.
In
order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
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Asia's Next Top
26/08/2018 11:30:00 Model
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26/08/2018 12:20:00 The Mentalist
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3

26/08/2018 13:10:00 The Mentalist

7

4

26/08/2018 14:00:00 S.W.A.T.

3

26/08/2018 14:50:00 S.W.A.T.

4

In order to find a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Bishop is more determined than ever to seek
revenge for the murder of Qasim, her late
boyfriend, after Gibbs and the team find a new
lead in the
Chen case.
McGee
discovers
his apartment has been torn
apart by a robber trying to locate an item of
great value hidden somewhere by the
convicted criminal who previously owned the
unit.carry out a sailor’s dying wish, Gibbs and
To
the NCIS team re-investigate a murder case
that was originally ruled an accidental death.
Also, the case reminds Torres of a tragic time
from his
past. is murdered at an event for a
When
a Marine
non-profit that arranges for veterans to visit the
War Memorials, the NCIS team must rely on an
irritable Vietnam War veteran (Bruce McGill)
throughout
day. laptop is infected with
After
a vicethe
admiral’s
ransomware, he enlists McGee and the NCIS
team to track down the hacker before the
computer virus eliminates his personal and
professional files.

Jane and Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
for amnesty
her
In
order to find in
a exchange
group of jewel
thieves, for
Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Newcomer Jim Street jeopardizes his spot on
Hondo’s team when he agrees to do a favor for
his incarcerated mother.
After a domestic bomber dies in a Highland
Park explosion, the S.W.A.T. team races to
find the man’s partner before more devices
detonate.

26/08/2018 15:40:00 S.W.A.T.

5

26/08/2018 16:30:00 S.W.A.T.

6

When S.W.A.T. imposters commit a series of
home invasions in an upscale neighborhood,
Hondo and the team suspect the burglarized
families are all hiding something.
Hondo puts aside his misgivings about Jim
Street’s recklessness and allows the newbie to
go undercover. Also, Hondo visits Raymont
Harris, who is currently dealing with PTSD.

26/08/2018 21:25:00 NCIS
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26/08/2018 22:15:00 NCIS
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26/08/2018 23:05:00 NCIS
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26/08/2018 23:55:00 NCIS

14

19

27/08/2018 00:45:00 NCIS

14

20

27/08/2018 01:35:00 Modern Family

9

19

Fresh testimony launches AC-12 back on the
trail of the Caddy, a corrupt officer with links to
organized crime.
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Bishop is more determined than ever to seek
revenge for the murder of Qasim, her late
boyfriend, after Gibbs and the team find a new
lead in the
Chen case.
McGee
discovers
his apartment has been torn
apart by a robber trying to locate an item of
great value hidden somewhere by the
convicted criminal who previously owned the
unit.carry out a sailor’s dying wish, Gibbs and
To
the NCIS team re-investigate a murder case
that was originally ruled an accidental death.
Also, the case reminds Torres of a tragic time
from his
past. is murdered at an event for a
When
a Marine
non-profit that arranges for veterans to visit the
War Memorials, the NCIS team must rely on an
irritable Vietnam War veteran (Bruce McGill)
throughout
day. laptop is infected with
After
a vicethe
admiral’s
ransomware, he enlists McGee and the NCIS
team to track down the hacker before the
computer virus eliminates his personal and
professional files.
When Haley hears that her loopy boss is
looking for a product with the magical
properties of peppers, she tries to gain favor by
convincing Gloria to sell her salsa to NERP.

20

When Dede drops in unexpectedly, Mitchell
and Cam come to a realization about her effect
on their lives.
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Marvel's Agents
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17

27/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI
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NCIS: New
27/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3
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27/08/2018 09:40:00 Ghosted

1

15

Fresh Off the
27/08/2018 10:05:00 Boat

4

16

Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between
Jessica
and Evan.
In
order to
find a group
of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Taylor Swift agrees to be Chris’ date for
homecoming, but when she starts to fall for
him, her music takes a hit. Peter tries to be an
Uber driver.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between Jessica and Evan.
Torres must rely on old case notes and
contacts after a Marine’s murder is linked to a
former dirt bike gang he joined for a year-long
undercover operation.
While an agent’s life hangs in the balance, Fitz,
Simmons and Yo-Yo attempt to neutralize a
weapon that could play a role in Earth’s
destruction…
Grissom discovered the prime suspects in his
ongoing homicide investigation shot to death in
their house, and their murder points to an
inside job.
Pride must protect a beloved family friend who
is engaged to the number one suspect in the
ongoing NCIS and FBI cartel case.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
For Chinese New Year, the Huangs play a
game where they can only speak in Mandarin,
which quickly turns into a tense competition
between Jessica and Evan.
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Marvel's Agents
27/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

17

27/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

4

2

Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Torres must rely on old case notes and
contacts after a Marine’s murder is linked to a
former dirt bike gang he joined for a year-long
undercover operation.
While an agent’s life hangs in the balance, Fitz,
Simmons and Yo-Yo attempt to neutralize a
weapon that could play a role in Earth’s
destruction…
Grissom discovered the prime suspects in his
ongoing homicide investigation shot to death in
their house, and their murder points to an
inside job.

10

Pride must protect a beloved family friend who
is engaged to the number one suspect in the
ongoing NCIS and FBI cartel case.

Ten Days in the
27/08/2018 10:30:00 Valley

NCIS: New
27/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans
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27/08/2018 14:55:00 Shut Eye

1

3

27/08/2018 15:50:00 Shut Eye

1

4

27/08/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

16

6

27/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

21

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Peter and Lois decide not to vaccinate Stewie,
and convince the rest of Quahog to follow suit.
Stewie runs away to escape diseases until
Sean Penn swoops in to save the day…
Torres must rely on old case notes and
contacts after a Marine’s murder is linked to a
former dirt bike gang he joined for a year-long
undercover operation.

3

Grissom and Warrick discovered the
mummified corpse of an elderly woman locked
in a closet from a prior home invasion.

27/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

NCIS: New
27/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

4
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Ten Days in the
27/08/2018 20:00:00 Valley

27/08/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

1

9

Pride must protect a beloved family friend who
is engaged to the number one suspect in the
ongoing NCIS and FBI cartel case.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.

3

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.

10

27/08/2018 21:50:00 Shut Eye

27/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI
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4
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27/08/2018 23:35:00 Valley

4

3
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NCIS: New
28/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans
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Marvel's Agents
28/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

17

28/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

21

Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Grissom and Warrick discovered the
mummified corpse of an elderly woman locked
in a closet from a prior home invasion.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Pride must protect a beloved family friend who
is engaged to the number one suspect in the
ongoing NCIS and FBI cartel case.
While an agent’s life hangs in the balance, Fitz,
Simmons and Yo-Yo attempt to neutralize a
weapon that could play a role in Earth’s
destruction…
Torres must rely on old case notes and
contacts after a Marine’s murder is linked to a
former dirt bike gang he joined for a year-long
undercover operation.

28/08/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy
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4

28/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

14
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Grissom and Warrick discovered the
mummified corpse of an elderly woman locked
in a closet from a prior home invasion.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Peter and Lois decide not to vaccinate Stewie,
and convince the rest of Quahog to follow suit.
Stewie runs away to escape diseases until
Sean
Penn
swoops
in toofsave
day… Lisbon
In
order
to find
a group
jewelthe
thieves,
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion
in Washington.
After
a Marine
Sergeant is found murdered in a
National Park, Gibbs and the NCIS team
partner with Mounted Police Sergeant May
Dawson (Elisabeth Röhm) to solve a string of
related crimes in the park.

18

The team must find a way to stop Ruby before
the prophesized chain reaction that can destroy
the Earth is put into motion.

28/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI
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Ten Days in the
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Ten Days in the
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Marvel's Agents
28/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

28/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

4

3

NCIS: New
28/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3

11

Grissom and Warrick discovered the
mummified corpse of an elderly woman locked
in a closet from a prior home invasion.
Sebastian is sent undercover and Patton
exercises his former gambling skills, as Pride
and the team attempt a dangerous operation to
trap Garcia (Julian Acosta).
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28/08/2018 10:30:00 Shut Eye
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4

28/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS

14

22

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
After
a Marine Sergeant is found murdered in a
National Park, Gibbs and the NCIS team
partner with Mounted Police Sergeant May
Dawson (Elisabeth Röhm) to solve a string of
related crimes in the park.

18

The team must find a way to stop Ruby before
the prophesized chain reaction that can destroy
the Earth is put into motion.
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28/08/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy
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Grissom and Warrick discovered the
mummified corpse of an elderly woman locked
in a closet from a prior home invasion.
Sebastian is sent undercover and Patton
exercises his former gambling skills, as Pride
and the team attempt a dangerous operation to
trap Garcia
(Julian
Acosta).
Jane
and Lisbon
travel
to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
for amnesty
her
In
order to find in
a exchange
group of jewel
thieves, for
Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
In an anthology episode, the cast reenacts
three classic pieces of literature: “The Great
Gatsby”, “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn”,
and “Of
Mice and
Men”. is found murdered in a
After
a Marine
Sergeant
National Park, Gibbs and the NCIS team
partner with Mounted Police Sergeant May
Dawson (Elisabeth Röhm) to solve a string of
related crimes in the park.

4

The CSIs investigate three heat-related
concurrent cases.The team must determine if
the causes of death are heat or murder.
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28/08/2018 21:25:00 Modern Family
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28/08/2018 21:55:00 Line of Duty
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NCIS: New
29/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans
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Sebastian is sent undercover and Patton
exercises his former gambling skills, as Pride
and the team attempt a dangerous operation to
trap Garcia (Julian Acosta).
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find
that Eddie has been awarded a spot in the
Honor Society, but Evan is particularly
bothered by the news.
Haley meets Arvin's parents, but when things
don't go as planned, fate leads to an
unexpected reunion with all of her exboyfriends.
Mitchell sneaks out to "Hero-Con" with fellow
fanboy Phil, dressed as their favorite
characters from the show "Clash of Swords."
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
The CSIs investigate three heat-related
concurrent cases.The team must determine if
the causes of death are heat or murder.
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find
that Eddie has been awarded a spot in the
Honor Society, but Evan is particularly
bothered by the news.
Sebastian is sent undercover and Patton
exercises his former gambling skills, as Pride
and the team attempt a dangerous operation to
trap Garcia (Julian Acosta).
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The team must find a way to stop Ruby before
the prophesized chain reaction that can destroy
the Earth
is putSergeant
into motion.
After
a Marine
is found murdered in a
National Park, Gibbs and the NCIS team
partner with Mounted Police Sergeant May
Dawson (Elisabeth Röhm) to solve a string of
related crimes in the park.

4

The CSIs investigate three heat-related
concurrent cases.The team must determine if
the causes of death are heat or murder.

3

Charlie is prescribed a hallucinogen to treat his
visions. Linda tries to unwind her relationship
with Gina.
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Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turnsstress
to an of
unlikely
source
for help. (Margo
The
McGee
and Delilah’s
Harshman) imminent wedding takes its toll.
Also, the NCIS team travels out to sea after a
young and healthy Petty Officer aboard a Navy
destroyer dies in his sleep.
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19

The team finds themselves trapped and under
siege at the Lighthouse.
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1
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4

17

29/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS
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The CSIs investigate three heat-related
concurrent cases.The team must determine if
the causes of death are heat or murder.
After Pride travels to a deep sea oil rig for a
murder investigation, the team uncovers a gas
leak that’s on the verge of causing a
catastrophic explosion.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find
that Eddie has been awarded a spot in the
Honor Society, but Evan is particularly
bothered
news.and Delilah’s (Margo
The
stressbyofthe
McGee
Harshman) imminent wedding takes its toll.
Also, the NCIS team travels out to sea after a
young and healthy Petty Officer aboard a Navy
destroyer dies in his sleep.

Marvel's Agents
29/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

19

The team finds themselves trapped and under
siege at the Lighthouse.

29/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

4

4

NCIS: New
29/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans

3

12

The CSIs investigate three heat-related
concurrent cases.The team must determine if
the causes of death are heat or murder.
After Pride travels to a deep sea oil rig for a
murder investigation, the team uncovers a gas
leak that’s on the verge of causing a
catastrophic explosion.
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NCIS: New
30/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans
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Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
AC-12’s loyalties are divided when DS Steve
Arnott comes under scrutiny from his
colleagues. With his career in jeopardy, Arnott
turns to an unlikely source for help.
Peter gets investigating after he hears of
Carter’s diabolical plans to use toxic chemicals
in Pawtucket
The
stress of Patrior
McGeebeer
and cans.
Delilah’s (Margo
Harshman) imminent wedding takes its toll.
Also, the NCIS team travels out to sea after a
young and healthy Petty Officer aboard a Navy
destroyer dies in his sleep.
After a woman is killed in a collision with a big
rig, Catherine & Grissom discover, the dead
body of a man dressed in a full-size raccoon
costume.
After Pride travels to a deep sea oil rig for a
murder investigation, the team uncovers a gas
leak that’s on the verge of causing a
catastrophic explosion.

Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but
continues to protest his innocence. Meanwhile,
Fleming’s undercover operation unveils
unexpected facts.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find
that Eddie has been awarded a spot in the
Honor Society, but Evan is particularly
bothered by the news.
After a woman is killed in a collision with a big
rig, Catherine & Grissom discover, the dead
body of a man dressed in a full-size raccoon
costume.
Peter gets investigating after he hears of
Carter’s diabolical plans to use toxic chemicals
in Pawtucket Patrior beer cans.
After Pride travels to a deep sea oil rig for a
murder investigation, the team uncovers a gas
leak that’s on the verge of causing a
catastrophic explosion.

Marvel's Agents
30/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

19

30/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS
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23

30/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

4

5

30/08/2018 03:35:00 The Mentalist

7

3

30/08/2018 04:20:00 The Mentalist

7

4

30/08/2018 05:05:00 Family Guy

16

Ten Days in the
30/08/2018 05:30:00 Valley

30/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

8

9

14

24

Marvel's Agents
30/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

20

30/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

4

5

NCIS: New
30/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans

3

13

30/08/2018 09:40:00 The Mentalist

7

3

30/08/2018 10:30:00 The Mentalist

7

4

The team finds themselves trapped and under
siegestress
at theofLighthouse.
The
McGee and Delilah’s (Margo
Harshman) imminent wedding takes its toll.
Also, the NCIS team travels out to sea after a
young and healthy Petty Officer aboard a Navy
destroyer dies in his sleep.
After a woman is killed in a collision with a big
rig, Catherine & Grissom discover, the dead
body of a man dressed in a full-size raccoon
costume.
Jane
and Lisbon travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
for amnesty
her
In
order to find in
a exchange
group of jewel
thieves, for
Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
Peter gets investigating after he hears of
Carter’s diabolical plans to use toxic chemicals
in Pawtucket Patrior beer cans.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle McGee
of the night.
Gibbs,
and Torres travel to a remote
area of Paraguay, controlled by a group of
rebels, trying to locate a missing Navy Seal
who disappeared during an unsanctioned trip,
on the 14th season finale.
A newly determined Talbot takes Coulson to
meet the enemy and attempts to stave off the
destruction of Earth.
After a woman is killed in a collision with a big
rig, Catherine & Grissom discover, the dead
body of a man dressed in a full-size raccoon
costume.
After thousands of classified government files
are stolen, the NCIS team searches for an
underground group of hackers co-founded by
Pride’s
oldLisbon
contact.
Jane
and
travel to Beirut where they
must work with Jane's familiar adversary, Erica
Flynn, who agrees to help the FBI apprehend
her boyfriend, a courier for terrorist
organizations,
for amnesty
her
In
order to find in
a exchange
group of jewel
thieves, for
Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.

30/08/2018 11:20:00 NCIS
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24

Marvel's Agents
30/08/2018 12:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

20

30/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

4

5

NCIS: New
30/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans

3

13

30/08/2018 14:55:00 The Mentalist

7

4

30/08/2018 15:50:00 Ghosted

1

16

Fresh Off the
30/08/2018 16:15:00 Boat

4

17

30/08/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

16

9

30/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

14

24

30/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

4

6

NCIS: New
30/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

3

13

30/08/2018 20:00:00 The Mentalist

7

5

30/08/2018 20:55:00 Shut Eye

1

4

Gibbs, McGee and Torres travel to a remote
area of Paraguay, controlled by a group of
rebels, trying to locate a missing Navy Seal
who disappeared during an unsanctioned trip,
on the 14th season finale.
A newly determined Talbot takes Coulson to
meet the enemy and attempts to stave off the
destruction of Earth.
After a woman is killed in a collision with a big
rig, Catherine & Grissom discover, the dead
body of a man dressed in a full-size raccoon
costume.
After thousands of classified government files
are stolen, the NCIS team searches for an
underground group of hackers co-founded by
Pride’s
contact.
In
orderold
to find
a group of jewel thieves, Lisbon
must channel her inner Patrick, who is too sick
to investigate. Meanwhile, Abbott discovers
that his past actions could cost his wife a
promotion in Washington.
A single-camera live-action comedy about the
partnership between two polar opposites
recruited by a secret government agency to
save the human race from aliens.
The Huangs are pleasantly surprised to find
that Eddie has been awarded a spot in the
Honor Society, but Evan is particularly
bothered by the news.
Peter is asked to fill in for the mall Santa – and
instantly gets drunk on power. Meanwhile,
Stewie and Brian crash holiday office parties
for the free
food,
drama,
women.
Gibbs,
McGee
and
Torresand
travel
to a remote
area of Paraguay, controlled by a group of
rebels, trying to locate a missing Navy Seal
who disappeared during an unsanctioned trip,
on the 14th season finale.
Catherine's corrupt father, sends her a check
for $250,000, which leaves her conflicted over
whether to accept life-changing money for her
daughter.
After thousands of classified government files
are stolen, the NCIS team searches for an
underground group of hackers co-founded by
Pride’s old contact.
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case
to prove that a military colonel murdered his
wife.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.

Ten Days in the
30/08/2018 21:50:00 Valley

30/08/2018 22:45:00 CSI

9

4

6

30/08/2018 23:35:00 The Mentalist

7

5

NCIS: New
31/08/2018 00:25:00 Orleans

3

13

Marvel's Agents
31/08/2018 01:15:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

20

31/08/2018 02:05:00 NCIS

14

24

31/08/2018 02:50:00 CSI

4

6

Ten Days in the
31/08/2018 03:35:00 Valley

9

31/08/2018 04:25:00 Line of Duty

3

6

31/08/2018 05:30:00 Shut Eye

1

4

31/08/2018 06:20:00 NCIS

15

1

Marvel's Agents
31/08/2018 07:10:00 of S.H.I.E.L.D.

5

21

31/08/2018 08:00:00 CSI

4

6

Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Catherine's corrupt father, sends her a check
for $250,000, which leaves her conflicted over
whether to accept life-changing money for her
daughter.
Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case
to prove that a military colonel murdered his
wife.
After thousands of classified government files
are stolen, the NCIS team searches for an
underground group of hackers co-founded by
Pride’s old contact.
A newly determined Talbot takes Coulson to
meet the enemy and attempts to stave off the
destruction
of Earth.
Gibbs,
McGee
and Torres travel to a remote
area of Paraguay, controlled by a group of
rebels, trying to locate a missing Navy Seal
who disappeared during an unsanctioned trip,
on the 14th season finale.
Catherine's corrupt father, sends her a check
for $250,000, which leaves her conflicted over
whether to accept life-changing money for her
daughter.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but
continues to protest his innocence. Meanwhile,
Fleming’s undercover operation unveils
unexpected facts.
Charlie draws Nadine in deeper by tapping into
her past, as Linda fends off unwanted visitors.
All the while, Nick has a meaningful encounter
with Emma.
Two months after Gibbs and McGee were last
seen fighting an elusive group of rebels in a
Paraguay jungle, the NCIS team in D.C.
tirelessly searches for their missing colleagues.

Daisy’s future as the destroyer of worlds could
take a critical change.
Catherine's corrupt father, sends her a check
for $250,000, which leaves her conflicted over
whether to accept life-changing money for her
daughter.

NCIS: New
31/08/2018 08:50:00 Orleans
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Ten Days in the
31/08/2018 09:40:00 Valley
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31/08/2018 13:05:00 CSI

4
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NCIS: New
31/08/2018 14:00:00 Orleans

3

14

Ten Days in the
31/08/2018 14:55:00 Valley

8

Ten Days in the
31/08/2018 15:50:00 Valley

9

31/08/2018 16:45:00 Family Guy

16
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31/08/2018 17:15:00 NCIS

15

1

31/08/2018 18:10:00 CSI

4

7

NCIS: New
31/08/2018 19:05:00 Orleans

3

14

NCIS agents McGee and Torres travel to New
Orleans to partner with Pride and his team in
the search for a missing homeland security
theoretical terror playbook, on the conclusion of
a special two-hour crossover event.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Two months after Gibbs and McGee were last
seen fighting an elusive group of rebels in a
Paraguay jungle, the NCIS team in D.C.
tirelessly searches for their missing colleagues.

Daisy’s future as the destroyer of worlds could
take a critical change.
Catherine's corrupt father, sends her a check
for $250,000, which leaves her conflicted over
whether to accept life-changing money for her
daughter.
NCIS
agents McGee and Torres travel to New
Orleans to partner with Pride and his team in
the search for a missing homeland security
theoretical terror playbook, on the conclusion of
a special two-hour crossover event.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Overworked television producer and single
mother, Jane, finds her life turned upside down
when her young daughter goes missing in the
middle of the night.
Quagmire scores his friends tickets for a flight
to San Francisco. But unforeseen events in the
air put Quagmire’s abilities to the test.
Two months after Gibbs and McGee were last
seen fighting an elusive group of rebels in a
Paraguay jungle, the NCIS team in D.C.
tirelessly searches for their missing colleagues.
Warrick testifies in a rape/murder trial, but the
defense gets the key piece of evidence, a
bloodyagents
knife, thrown
a technicality.
NCIS
McGeeout
andon
Torres
travel to New
Orleans to partner with Pride and his team in
the search for a missing homeland security
theoretical terror playbook, on the conclusion of
a special two-hour crossover event.

31/08/2018 20:00:00 Shut Eye

1

5

As Linda's marriage is threatened by her affair
with Gina, Nick is a suspect in his girlfriend's
disappearance. Charlie struggles to understand
disturbing visions of a fiery death, and his own
drowning.

31/08/2018 20:55:00 The Mentalist

7

5

31/08/2018 21:50:00 Line of Duty

3

6

Jane and Lisbon secretly reopen a solved case
to prove that a military colonel murdered his
wife.
Arnott is arrested on suspicion of murder, but
continues to protest his innocence. Meanwhile,
Fleming’s undercover operation unveils
unexpected facts.

7

Warrick testifies in a rape/murder trial, but the
defense gets the key piece of evidence, a
bloody knife, thrown out on a technicality.

31/08/2018 22:55:00 CSI
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